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Abstract
This article describes the design of the bearing units of the
differentials of various vehicles, analyzes the technical requirements for
the adjustment of the bearing preload. Four most commonly used methods
for the adjustment of the preload are identified. The adjustment of the
preload by deformation of the bearing seats is discussed in this research. It
is emphasized that this method is the most appropriate in the production
line and it is characterized by the indirect adjustment and the smallest
defects. This work presents the equation for the calculation of the required
force of the preload on the basis of non-disclosure of a joint in the
unloaded bearing. Technological equipment for implementing this method
is assessed.
Keywords: bearing, preload, stiffness, gearbox, differential,
adjustment, deformation, preload creation.
Introduction
Assembly of bearing units of differentials for axles in gearboxes
of cars is the final and the most important stage of technological process.
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Namely at this stage the required settings for the main transmission of
gearbox and the differential bearing preload are achieved.
This assembly stage resists automation and requires high
qualification of the assembler. The error of assembly, made at this stage,
has a direct impact on operational performance and reliability of the
gearbox as a whole. Figure 1 shows the assembled differential gearbox
with driven bevel gear and bearings in the gear housing. The basic
elements of geometry, force factors and parameters for adjustment of the
preload of the bearings are presented.

Figure 1. Structural diagram of the
assembled differential gear with
driven gear and bearings. 1 – cover,
2 – differential cup, 3 – conical
bearing, 4 – threaded castellated
adjusting ring, 5 – driven gear, 6 –
locking element of the adjusting
ring. 7 – gear housing.

Figure 2. The bearing seat of the
differential assembled with
threaded castellated adjusting ring
and stopper.

Bearings 3 of the differential cups 2, on which the driven gear 5
is mounted, are installed in the seats of the housing 7 of the gear
machined with the cover 1.
When you install the differential 2 assembled with driven gear 5,
in most constructions gear cover 1 must be removed first by marking their
place on the crankcase 7.
Simultaneously with the bearings 3 in the housing of the gear
housing the threaded castellated adjusting ring ("washer") 4 is fixed.
With these "nuts" (Figure 2) the required parameters of the gear
(side clearance and contact patch) in the main transmission and the
preload of the differential bearing are achieved.
The preload of the bearings of the driven gear, as well as
bearings and drive gear unit, is the most important parameter for the
quality of the assembly and it allows to ensure the stability of the
parameters of the gearing and performance of gearboxes. Technical
10
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specifications for adjustment of the preload of bearings of differential
REE are given in the table 1.
Table 1
No.
Type of
Adjustment of settings of the bearing preload in
vehicle
a variety of gears
1.
KamAZ
Based on the deformation of seats ΔL=0,1...0,2 mm
2.
BelAZ
Adjusting nuts are to be tightened with a wrench
(lCL.= 500 mm), then they must be removed to match
the nearest slot with the stopping plates. The
absence of axial play.
3.
KrAZ
Tightening of nut Mz.g.=300...360 Nm. The axial
displacement of the bearings of the differential to
prevent the support ring.
4.
Ural 375 Tightening of nuts of covers are not less than 250
Nm. ΔL=0,15...0,25 mm.
5.
GAZ-66
The differential bearings do not need to be pretightened and to be moved by axis.
6.
MAZ
MTr diff. = 2...3 Nm (after removing the drive gear).
7.
UAZ
Based on the deformation of seats ΔL=0.2 mm.
8.
ZIL-133
To get the correct preload of conical differential
bearing the adjustable nuts on both sides are
tightened by two threads from the position of the
zero axial play.
9.
ZIL-4104
Based on the deformation of seats ΔL=0,16...0,22
mm.
10.
VAZBased on the deformation of seats ΔL=0,1...0,15
2107
mm.
11.
VolgaBased on joining of drive gear, up to 6 Nm.
3110
12.
GazelleBased on the deformation of bearing seats –
3203
0,15...0,20 mm.
13.
LiAZ
Based on the deformation of the bearing seats –
5256
0,15-0,01.
14.
Reducer
Tightening of installation (threaded) rings of
RABA
differential – 150 Nm (15 KGM).
All of the parameters of adjustment of the preload of differential
bearings are indirect. The main parameter of preload is the following - it
is impossible to control axial force compression of the bearings, which
determines the required rigidity of the construction in manufacturing
conditions.
The analysis of parameters of adjustment of the preload of
differential bearings in gear units in different vehicles is presented in the
11
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table, from which it can be concluded that adjustment of the preload is
possible due to four different parameters:
1.
The rotation angle φ of castellated adjusting screw ring
(for example, two groove position of the "zero" axial play Figure 2).
2.
Tightening of MZ this threaded adjusting ring (for
example, the range from 50 to 150 Nm).
3.
The rotation MPR of differential in bearings with
dismantled drive gear or joining the drive gear by the adjustment of
bearings of the driven gear (for example, the range from 1 to 4 Nm).
4.
Adjustment of differential bearing preload by
deformation of the seats ΔL of bearings (the range from 0,1 to 0,3 mm).
As it is shown in the analysis of the table, adjustment by the
fourth parameter is the most common method of controlling the axial
compression of bearings. In addition, within all the presented methods the
subsequent adjustment is peculiar after the adjustment of the locking
plates to match the nearest slot in the groove, while the castellated
adjusting ring is tightened completely.
Methods
The degree of the preload (axial compression F0) of differential
bearing must be based on the condition of non-disclosure of the joint in
unloaded bearing by axial flexibility of adjustable bearings, match of slots
in the gear unit and the total axial force acting on the load bearing. The
graphic image of the relationship of these parameters is shown in figure 5.

Figure 3. Simplified diagram of the creation and adjustment of
preload of differential bearings ΔL = ΔL1 + ΔL2 is the total deformation of
the bearing seats of the differential under a preload δƩ0 = δ01 + δ02 - total
deformation in the bearings under a preload

The main influence on the flexibility of the bearings is caused by
the angles of the cone of outer rings β1 and β2 . The relationship is based
on graphical relationship of axial elastic deformation and axial force is
12
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presented in Figure 3, and the constant coefficients C1 and C2 , K1 and K2
are determined experimentally.

Figure 4. The Relationship of the total axial flexibility of the
seat with the axial deformation in the bearing during the assembly of
the differentials.1 – loaded bearing ( β1 ), 2 - unloaded bearing ( β2 ),
FÎ - force of preload, β1 is the angle of the cone (the angle of
running surface) of the outer ring load bearing, β2 is the cone angle
(the angle of the running surface) of the outer ring of the discharge
ring, Fà∑ the total axial force in the main transmission arising in the
process of operation of the gearbox and acting on the loaded bearing,
δ ο∑ is the total axial flexibility of the differential bearings, ΔL is the
axial flexibility of the seats in the gear housing.
Using the graph-analytical method and the diagram in Figure 5,
the analytical equation is given for determining the required force preload
in the bearing units of the differential based on the above listed geometric
parameters of the axial stiffness of the bearings and the sockets for
bearings of the differential. The obtained data show that the more the
axial flexibility of C1 load bearing and K1 load bearing seat is, the more
force of preload is required.
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(1)

F0 is the required force preload of differential bearing

is the total axial load on the loaded bearing

C1 and C2 are constant coefficients of axial bearings flexibility,
depending on the number, the length and the diameter of rollers
determined by empirical dependency
With1(2)=𝑍-0,44 𝑙R-0,28 𝑑R-0,18, (2)
K1 and K2 are constant coefficients of the axial flexibility of the
bearing seats, depending on the design of the housing.
m is the unit characterizing the nonlinear (m = 0,6-0,8) or linear
(m = 1) curve of axial flexibility of the bearing and seat,
β1 and β2 are the cone angles of outer rings of loaded and
unloaded bearing.
Z is the number of rollers in the bearing
lR is the length of the rollers in the bearing
dR is the diameter of the rollers in the bearing
The analysis of the design of gearboxes of various vehicles
unveiled a range of angles of the outer rings of the differential bearings
β1,2=110...300 . As a result of the analytical research and the analysis of
technical requirements for gear units in operation an estimated range of
the total axial force is set taking into account the reactions in the support
of a circumferential and radial forces in the gearing of cars and trucks,
acting on the loaded bearing.

Fa∑ = 5000 ... 50000 N.
As a result of analytical calculations based on the above
mentioned dependency Table 3 is created. Its target is to select the force
of the preload depending on the cone angles β1 and β2 of bearings and the
total axial force

Fa∑ load on the bearing.

In Table 3 the range of

Fa∑ =

5000...10000 N allows to

determine the force of the preload of differential bearings in gearboxes of
passenger cars,

Fa∑ =

10000...30000 N the force of the preload in
14
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gearboxes of

trucks with average carrying capacity and

Fa∑ =

30000...50000 N the force of the preload in gearboxes of trucks with
increased load capacity. The table shows that with the increase of the
angle β1 of the loaded bearing the required preload force is reduced
whereas with increase in the angle of the unloaded bearing β2 the required
force of the preload increases.
Bearings with equal angles β1 = β2 =150 are the most frequently
used among differential bearings. The range of the applied force preload
is approximately 2000...5000N (for cars) and F0 =5000...7000Н (for
trucks).
The analysis of the results shows that the greater the stiffness of
the loaded bearing (β1) and the more the axial flexibility of the unloaded
bearing (β2) are, the smaller the minimum allowed degree of the preload
(F0) force can be accepted for the given gearbox.
Table 2. Detection of force in preload differential bearing – Fo
depending on the external axial force in interlocking of conical gears of gearbox –
Fa max , the cone angles of the outer rings of the bearings β1 and β2 and the axial
stiffness of the adjustable bearings ( β1 - cone angle of loaded bearing, β2 – cone
angle of unloaded bearing).

Experimental and analytical studies were carried out to establish
the relationship between parameters of adjustment of (table 1) of bearing
preload differential. Their results are shown in the graphs (Figure 6).
15
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5. The relationship of the preload force in the differential
bearings of the gearbox and the control parameters for different methods of
adjustment.

Figure 5a shows that the force of the preload decreases with
increase of thread pitch of the adjusting ring. The adjustment with
different diameter of the thread (Figure 5b) causes the increase of the
preload force at smaller diameters. Figure 6c also illustrates the rise of the
preload with growing cone angle of the outer ring of the bearing. The
increase of the preload is repeated with the adjustment of the preload on
the deformation nests with growing stiffness (Figure 5g).
a) Adjustment by the angle of rotation of the castellated threaded
ring with different thread pitch (1,2,3).
b) Adjustment by tightening the castellated threaded ring with
different pitch and thread diameter (1,2,3).
c) Adjustment by tightening the bearings with various cone angle
of the outer ring (1,2,3).
16
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d) Adjustment by deformation of the bearing seats with different
stiffness (1,2,3).
Figure 5d represents the relationship of force preload and the
deformation of the slots where the differential bearings were installed for
different gearboxes. The dependence has a linear character and a
minimum variation for one type of the housing. For the creation of the
preload (4000-6000Н) it is necessary to provide and register a linear
deformation of 0.2 mm, which is achievable with the help of the universal
measuring equipment in manufacturing conditions.
Result
Figure 3 displays the clamp for the adjustment of the bearing
preload in the bearing seat where adjustable bearings are located. This
mechanism has been implemented in the automated assembly line at PJSC
"KAMAZ". This equipment is provided with a special eccentric clamp
which fixes one bearing seat and which is used as a measuring base, and
the opposite side of the clamp is equipped with a dial indicator with the
scale of 0.01 mm. The stem of the indicator touches a flat surface of the
second bearing seat using a balanced lever. Rotating the threaded
adjusting rings there is a bearing compression and deformation of bearing
seats (the jaws),which is registered by the indicator.
The alternate rotation of bearings from side to side is obligatory
for the process of bearing adjustment.

Figure 6. Clamp for the adjustment of bearing preload based on
deformation

As proved by the research in production line and by the
laboratory experimental model the accuracy of this method of adjustment
of differential bearing preload depends on three factors: the rotation of
17
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bearings, the density of the joint between the covers and the body and the
rigidity of the bearing seats.
Discussion
The analysis of technical conditions for the assembly and
interrelation of the factors of the adjustment of the bearing preload, which
is the most important parameter of qualitative gearbox assembly, shows
that the bearing preload of the differentials in the design documentation is
nominal and indicative, without any analytical or experimental basis. The
relationship of adjustment factors in each particular case has not been
studied completely or has been not studied enough in the technological
processes of gearbox assembly. Technological processes lack proper
equipment and the required accuracy of adjustment of bearing preload is
achieved through the experience and intuition of the assembler.
References:
[1] Bulavin I. A., "Assembly Technology of gear axles of
automobiles." – M.: MGTU "MAMI", 2014. – 320p.
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Abstract
This article discusses the methods to support realizing the
sustainable development of hotel enterprises and at the same time, it
researches the impact he quality of hotel services in a way that ensures the
achievement of sustainable development. This research work is very
relevant, by offering a new accreditation system for hotel enterprises in
19
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accordance with sustainable development aspects.
Keywords: Accreditation system; sustainable hospitality; hotel
enterprises; service quality; economic; environmental; social;
institutional; ICT.
Introduction
In modern conditions, serious attention needs to be focused on
developing excellent service skills in connection with ensuring
sustainable development. This research work is very relevant, since at
present much attention is paid to the sustainable development of tourism
and hotel enterprises, since sustainable development has a great influence
on improving the efficiency of the country's economy and is very
important for any state and in any conditions.
The goal of this research work is a comprehensive study of
ensuring the sustainable development of hotel enterprises based on
improving their service quality by creation of a new accreditation system
as a factor in improving services quality in hotel enterprises to ensure
their sustainable development.
To achieve the goals of the study, the following interrelated tasks
are formulated and solved:
- define the concept of sustainable development of hotel
enterprises;
- define the factors affecting the quality of service for hotel
guests;
- offer a new accreditation system for hotel enterprises in
accordance with sustainable development aspects.
Factors affecting the quality of guest service
In a market economy, the means of accommodation compete
with each other for attracting investments and in this regard, they are
interested in improving their rating, improving their image and enhancing
attractiveness.
In this regard, the quality of service plays an important role, not
only attracting tourists, but also being an important factor in increasing
the rating of accommodation facilities.
The following factors affect the quality of guest service:
- the state of the material and technical base, namely: convenient
layout and high-quality decoration of hotel rooms, equipping its public
rooms and living rooms with comfortable furniture and equipment,
complete sets of high-quality linen, modern high-performance kitchen
equipment, convenient elevator facilities, etc.
- progressive service technology, which implies the procedure
and methods for cleaning public spaces and residential rooms; registration
and settlement with customers; recipes for preparing meals and drinks in
restaurants and bars; forms of service in trading floors, etc.
20
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- high professionalism and competence of the staff, their ability
and willingness to clearly, quickly and culturally serve the guest.
- enterprise quality system.
- passive consumer behavior, reluctance to fight for their rights
and seek high-quality services.
- degree of implementation of sustainable development [2].
According to the international standard ISO 9000, quality
assurance requires:
- appropriate material base (accommodation facilities);
- qualified personnel interested in good work (human factor);
- A well-thought-out organizational structure and clear
management of the enterprise as a whole and quality management in
particular [9].
Effective hotel quality management is expressed in the
following:
- effective marketing management of the enterprise;
- implementation of an industry quality standard;
- development of technology (normative description) of
production processes;
- application of qualification requirements for employees
(qualification standard);
- introduction of labor standards for workers (production
standards);
- fair assessment and motivation of work;
- corporate culture [8].
According to the author, the material base and qualified
personnel form the basis of high-quality services, and the organization
and management of the enterprise, complementing it, allows us to realize
the opportunities that are created by the material base and the human
factor.
According to the author, сcorporate standards have evolved over
the years and decades, reflecting the specialization of the hotel operator,
the development of consumer demand for hotel services, their specific
properties and competition.
Sustainable development of the hotel enterprises
Sustainable development is defined in many ways, but the most
common definition is “our common future”, which means meeting the
needs of the present without compromising the needs that provide a
balanced and healthy life for future generations in the future, and this
concept first appeared in Report Issued by the Brundtland Commission,
which warns of the environmental risks of economic growth,
globalization, population growth and industrialization, and is trying to
find balance between generations [14].
In our opinion, it is necessary to add a new aspect to the already
21
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existing aspects of sustainable development, since at the present stage, a
new economy is developing, which requires innovation. The author
proposes aspects of sustainable development presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Sustainability aspects proposed by the author
Source: Designed and Compiled by the Author
According to the UNWTO, with sustainable tourism
development it is necessary:
1. Rational use of natural resources, which play a large role in
the development of tourism.
2. Respect the socio-cultural identity of the local population,
protect its cultural heritage and traditions.
3. Carry out effective, long-term economic operations, guarantee
an equal distribution of socio-economic benefits for all interested parties
[15].
In our opinion, the sustainable development of hotel enterprises
involves the simultaneous solution of diverse and largely controversial
problems of economic growth in the hotel industry, provided that the
quality of the living environment is maintained, assessed primarily in
accordance with the following aspects: social, economic, environmental,
institutional and informational communication technology. Let's consider
them in more detail.
22
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1. The increase in economic benefits for both hotel enterprises
and for the local population, based on the following tasks: quality
management and ensuring the development of the service of hotel
enterprises; financial sustainability management of hotel enterprises; an
increase in investment opportunities in the hotel industry, which, in turn,
leads to an increase in the contribution of hotel enterprises to GDP.
2. Increase in corporate social responsibility (CSR) of hotel
enterprises. Social responsibility in the field of hotel enterprises is the
adoption of a social role in the development strategies of hotel enterprises,
which will bring much benefit to the community, improving the mental
image of the organization and creating a positive look for hotel guests,
employees and community members as a whole [4].
An example is the the international hotel chain Swissotel (more
than 30 hotels around the world) since 1999 has been actively financing
the international organization SOS Children’s Villages, which supports
children [17].
3. Compliance with environmental standards when providing
hotel services: measures are being taken to minimize risks to the territory
and the environment in which the hotel is located [5].
4. The creation of a legal environment for hotel enterprises aimed
at supporting the social, environmental and cultural aspects: laws and
regulations are issued by the state or by the hotel enterprises themselves
with the aim of creating a legislative environment that ensures the
achievement of sustainable development goals [3].
5. The introduction of ICT for the effective control and
management of hotel enterprises. One of the most important reasons for
the increasing demand for hotel enterprises is the progress in the field of
information and communication technologies, which provide good
communication between exporting countries and host tourists, and also
play a large role in the provision of tourism and hotel services [11].
6. Development of crisis management of hotel enterprises. Crisis
management in the field of hospitality involves the development of
strategies for dealing with crises and conditions of instability, which must
be divided in accordance with the crisis stages and extended also to the
post-crisis period [1].
7. Constantly increasing the competitiveness of hotel enterprises.
From an economic point of view, competition can be defined as a
competition among market participants for obtaining the most favorable
conditions and results of economic activity [6].
According to the author, the classification of criteria for
assessing the sustainable development of hotel enterprises is
interconnected with the following aspects:
- increase in economic benefits for both hotel enterprises and the
local community;
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- strengthening corporate social responsibility (hereinafter CSR) of hotel enterprises;
- planning the activities of hotel enterprises with the condition of
minimizing negative consequences for the environment;
- the creation of new legislation at the local and state level to
ensure the safety of the environment, society and the economy;
- ICT implementation for the effective control and management
of hotel enterprises.
According to the author, based on the foregoing, the sustainable
development of hotel enterprises is defined as the integrated planning of
all the elements that ensure the formation and functioning of hotel
activities for the implementation of sustainable development in the
following aspects: social, economic, environmental, institutional and ICT
aspects.
According to the author, the goal of introducing the concept of
sustainable development of hotel enterprises is to protect the hotel
industry sector, as well as the tourism sector and the country's economy as
a whole, from risks that may arise due to the conditions of the internal
environment.
Thus, according to the author, the sustainable development of the
national economy will be achieved through the implementation of the
sustainable development of the hotel industry, tourism and related sectors
of the economy.
Criteria for assessing the sustainable development of hotel
enterprises
The criteria and global basic standards for the tourism industry,
which are managed by the Global Council on Sustainable Tourism
(GSTC), are presented. There are two sets: appointment criteria for
government policy makers and line managers, and industry criteria for
hotels and tour operators. According to the GSTC, the criteria for
sustainable development for hotels and tour operators are the same and
identical to the industry criteria of the GSTC. This demonstrates the close
relationship between sustainable development in the hotel and tourism
sectors. The criteria for hotels were created in order to come to a common
understanding of the sustainable development of tourism and are the
minimum that the hotel business should strive to achieve. Based on data
from the Global Council on Sustainable Tourism Development (GSTC),
the main criteria for sustainable development of the tourism industry for
tourism destinations are closely related to the following factors:
- rational and effective planning of sustainable development of
tourist destinations;
- focusing on maximizing the socio-economic benefits received
by the local population;
- strengthening of cultural heritage;
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- reduction of harmful and destructive effects on the environment
[16].
Based on the selected criteria for sustainable tourism
development for destinations proposed by the Global Council for
Sustainable Tourism (GSTC), the author proposes a classification of
criteria for assessing the sustainable development of hotel enterprises with
five sections, which are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Criteria for the sustainable development of hotel
enterprises proposed by the author.
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Source: designed and compiled by the author based on data from the
Global Council on Sustainable Tourism (GSTC)
Introduction of a new international hotel accreditation
system
According to the WTO, tourism is one of the main causes of
pollution and carbon dioxide production in Europe [13]. The principle of
operation of green hotels is based on rationalization of traditional energy
consumption in a hotel and transition to alternative (clean) energy [10].
Compliance of the hotel with the requirements is confirmed by
certification and the assignment of certain marks. In 1991, the
International Association for Standardization (ISO) created the ISO 14001
environmental management standard (EMS). The organization will be
required to adopt specific environmental policies. For obtaining
certification of eco-hotels there is also a reputable system “Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Engineering” (LEED) [18].
LEED certification can only be obtained by environmentally
friendly facilities. In the world there are a number of organizations
involved in the development and implementation of environmental
management systems, such as Certification for Sustainable Tourism
(CST), Green Key, Green Globe, etc. [18].
The introduction of a new international accreditation system for
hotel enterprises in accordance with the sustainable development aspects
of hotel enterprises. According to the author, the proposed accreditation
system involves the use of a unified (in this case, “Palms”) system of
international classification of hotels, which should be accredited by
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international, regional and local authorities and associations. The author
believes that the proposed accreditation system will help hotel enterprises
independently assess the degree to which they are implementing aspects
of sustainable development, demonstrate compliance with legislative and
regulatory requirements, identify ways to improve internal management
processes and switch to the use of cost-effective sustainable technologies.
The presence of certificates and other documents attesting to the
hotel's compliance with national and international standards is a
competitive advantage.
According to the author, for the implementation of sustainable
development of hotel enterprises, a new accreditation system for hotel
enterprises should be proposed in accordance with aspects of sustainable
development. The procedure for the proposed hotel accreditation system
is presented in Figure 2.
The procedure for the proposed new hotel business accreditation
system consists of the following steps:
- submission of documents to the Ministry of Tourism
specifically to the Directorate for the Management of Sustainable
Development of Tourism and Hospitality; these documents will indicate
what criteria for sustainable development exist in these hotel enterprises;
- The Directorate for Sustainable Tourism and Hospitality
Management will check the documents received in order to ensure the
correctness of the information provided;
- The Directorate for Sustainable Tourism and Hospitality
Management will evaluate the submitted documents in accordance with
the implementation of aspects and criteria for the sustainable development
of hotel enterprises;
- The Directorate for the Management of Sustainable
Development of Tourism and Hospitality will come to a hotel company
and evaluate the result of sustainable development for each aspect
separately;
- decision on accreditation; it is assumed that the working group
of the Ministry of Tourism will accredit hotel enterprises, and the number
of “Palms” received will be based on an assessment of the sustainable
development of hotel enterprises;
- order of accreditation. It will indicate the received assessment
of the implementation of the sustainable development of hotel enterprises
in accordance with the implementation of each aspect of sustainable
development;
- obtaining a certificate. It will indicate the resulting
classification of hotel enterprises in accordance with the implementation
of each aspect of sustainable development;
- the number of "palm trees" received. According to the author,
the proposed accreditation system involves the use of a single category
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designation (in this case, “palm trees”). The palm was chosen by the
author as a symbol of the degree of implementation of the sustainable
development of hotel enterprises. It is assumed that for each realized
aspect of sustainable development, the hotel company will receive one
"palm", thus, the minimum number of "palm trees" will be one, and the
maximum - five.

Figure 2 Procedure for the proposed new hotel accreditation
system
Source: Designed and Compiled by the Author
It should be noted that the Ministry of Tourism needs to conduct
the process of accreditation and assessment of sustainable development of
all hotel enterprises at least once a year.
Thus, the advantages of the proposed new hotel accreditation
system in accordance with the sustainable development aspects are as
follows:
- increasing the competitiveness of hotel enterprises in order to
implement sustainable development. The proposed accreditation system
will show the degree of implementation of the sustainable development of
hotel enterprises, which, in turn, will increase the motivation of hotel
companies to obtain a higher rating and create a mechanism to increase
the competitiveness of hotel enterprises at the country and international
levels if the proposed system becomes international.
- global. In the future, the proposed accreditation system may
become international due to the growing interest in ensuring sustainable
development both in the tourism and hospitality sector, and in various
sectors of the economy. I would like to note that if all hotel enterprises in
the world are evaluated according to a single system, this will increase the
efficiency of the implementation of sustainable development aspects in
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the international market of tourism and hospitality industry;
- protection against uncertainty. The proposed accreditation
system will serve as a guarantee for all parties at all levels of activity in
the field of tourism and hospitality that the development of hotel
enterprises will be carried out in accordance with aspects of sustainable
development. This, in turn, will provide more effective protection for the
hotel business sector and the tourism sector as a whole, as well as
protection of the country's economy from risks that may arise due to
environmental conditions, because the implementation of all aspects of
sustainable development is especially relevant in the face of uncertainty;
- regularity. The author believes that the regular periodic
assessment of the degree of implementation of the sustainable
development of hotel enterprises will give hotel companies the
opportunity to improve their rating and achieve maximum results - five
palm trees.
Conclusion
So, the study conducted in this article allows us to come to the
following conclusions:
sustainable development of hotel enterprises can be defined as
comprehensive planning of the responsibilities of all the elements
ensuring the formation and functioning of hotel activities in the
implementation of sustainable development in the following aspects:
economic, social, environmental, institutional and information
communication technologies;
implementation of sustainable tourism development is
associated with the implementation of sustainable development in the
hotel industry;
hotel owners abroad have long paid attention to the benefits of
creating an environmentally friendly living environment for their
customers. In particular, they strive to use natural materials instead of
synthetics for interior decoration, fabrics for bedding from natural silk and
cotton, reduce the use of potent and harmful cleaning products, etc. These
actions may not immediately affect the sense of customer satisfaction, but
they are important because in the long term they are aimed at caring for
the person and can prevent undesirable situations.
almost every international hotel brand has its own corporate
standard, which is strictly observed regardless of which country the hotel
is located in, whether there is a national hotel standard or a hotel
classification system.
one of the main problems of the hotel business is the lack of a
required hotel product in accordance with the sustainable development
aspect.
Prospects for the study
Developing a methodology for assessing the sustainable
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development of hotel enterprises.
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Abstract
In order to activate academic work in the control of knowledge,
reduce the unnecessary time spent by the teacher and the trainees, it is
proposed to introduce, pre-prepared for mass use according to the theme,
of the program of accelerated control of the training system "Trud" (PC
TS "Trud"). The description, elements of the methodology for
constructing the PC TS "Trud" are given, taking into account the
developed principles. A set of four variants of the PC TS “Trud” is
proposed for monitoring the assimilation of knowledge of a vector
multiplication of vectors.
Keywords: Mathematics, mechanics, pedagogy, accelerated
control, vector.
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I INTRODUCTION
Accelerated control programs of the PC TS “Trud” learning
system for mastering knowledge (PC TS “Trud”) can be attributed [1, p.
3] to providing constructive means of improving the educational process.
In particular, for the development of cognitive activity, the organization
of independent educational work of students, providing feedback. Not
being an end in itself, control over the assimilation of knowledge at a
university is obligatory. For the teacher, it is often associated with the
need to carry out mass operations of the same type with the students test
papers during verification. As a rule, the consequence of this is a
significant investment of time by the teacher in isolation from the
trainees. Therefore, the search for means to reduce unnecessary such costs
when checking tests, providing opportunities for the redistribution of the
teacher’s working time and the cognitive activity of students is relevant.
Below is a brief description of the PC TS "Trud", the principles of their
construction.The approbation of this kind of PC TS “Trud” on some
topics of "theoretical mechanics" and one - "higher mathematics" was
carried out in a number of Odessa institutes
[1-5].
A new set of PC TS “Trud” is proposed to control the assimilation of
knowledge about the vector multiplication of two vectors. Accepted
notation provides a connection with the concept of moments of force, and
the form - the possibility of a problematic approach to learning. As a tool
to enhance the educational process, reduce the extra time spent by the
teacher, it is proposed to implement programs for accelerated knowledge
control of the “Trud” training system (PC TS “Trud”). A description of
these control programs, elements of the metodic for their construction on
the basis of formulated principles, methods of use are proposed. The
developed set of PC TS “Trud” is given for the control of knowledge of a
vector multiplication.
Purpose of the message:
- give a brief description of the PC TS “Trud”;
- statement of the basic principles of their construction, elements
of the metodic of use;
- to offer a new set of variants of PC TS “Trud” for a vector
multiplication.
II MATERIALS AND METHODS
1.1. Accelerated control programs of the “Trud” system
It is known that control of students knowledge is often associated
with mass visual verification by the teacher of the students' work of the
same type. Along with the mandatory, in this case, the teacher has
"unproductive" costs of time, energy, feelings, - the cost of depreciation
funds [1-5]. Similarly for trainees. To reduce such costs, to unify control,
which is not an end in itself at PC TS “Trud”, the development of
cognitive activity, PC TS “Trud” can serve.
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1.2. Purpose and design of the program of accelerated control
of the training system PC TS “Trud”
An accelerated control program at PC TS “Trud” is a form or set
of forms (brochure-program) of a special form and content with text that
includes a condition and a list of answers with codes and allows you to
obtain an assessment of the level of knowledge, as well as to carry out an
accelerated verification of work performed on PC TS “Trud” using
computer control machines and without them, simulating, at the same
time, the process of checking decisions (answers to questions) by a
teacher [1-5]. Answers with codes are placed in one or more tables. The
volume of the monitored topic or task for which the PC TS “Trud” is
compiled can be quite large, since, in practice, the sizes of PC forms are
selected for reasons of convenience.
PC TS “Trud” are intended:
a) to speed up the verification process;
b) to reduce the overhead of the study time;
c) to reduce monitoring time and identify common obscure issues
for students;
d) for the rational redistribution of study time in the management
and control in favor of the management of academic work;
e) to create elements of material and metodical support,
development and consolidation of cognitive activity of students in class
and
with
independent
consolidation
of
knowledge.
1.3. The basic principles of building the PC TS “Trud”
The basic principles of building the PC TS “Trud” are as
follows:
- the principle of the absence on the PC forms of knowingly
incorrect information;
- the principle of combining tasks and answers in a PC;
- information encoding principle;
- the principle of dividing volumetric tasks and solutions into
parts controlled in codes;
- the principle of combining controlling and learning functions
[1, p. 7; 4].
While working in any PC TS “Trud”, the task condition should
be in sight. The provision, in addition to the supervisory, also the learning
function, is achieved by the content and form of the PC TS “Trud”. For
example, all answers may be such that their reading will be the reading of
the correct statements of the studied discipline.
III RESULTS (PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF
APPLICATION)
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Here are the main results of the development and use of
programs for accelerated control of PC TS “Trud”. In this case, we will
rely on the experience gained in the presentation of some sections of
theoretical mechanics and higher mathematics.
2.1. The nature of the principles of building a PC
The principles of constructing the PC TS “Trud”, set forth in
paragraph 1.3, are very general and applicable in different academic
disciplines. In contrast to the well-known forms of materials for the
knowledge control, of the PC TS “Trud” in the form of a brochureprogram [1] they allow to simulate the process of verifying the solutions
of problems of a significant amount. This is achieved by highlighting the
main stages of verification by the teacher, the construction of the
corresponding PC TS “Trud” at the stage and their subsequent integration.
The coding of answers can be carried out, for example, by numbers put
down next to them in advance or, directly, before the mass use of the PC
TS “Trud”. It is possible to use the PC TS “Trud” with current or final
control, as well as with the organization of independent work of students.
2.2. The metodic for using the PC TS “Trud”
When using them, each student receives forms corresponding to
the control topic (brochure) with PC. The working hours are established
empirically, standardized and reported by the trainees. By varying the
number of questions, tasks, completeness of the task and its complexity,
the required level of control can be achieved. After finishing work on the
tasks contained in the PC, the trainees along with the full answers provide
solutions written in a row or column (s) in the appropriate order of
questions (points) answer codes to solutions. Now it has become clear that
verification of work performed on a PC can be carried out in the
traditional way or by visually checking the response codes with the help
of existing standards by the teacher, laboratory assistant, the trainees
themselves, as well as using control machines or computers.
IV RESULTS (A CONCRETE EXAMPLE OF A
PROGRAM FOR ACCACCELERATED CONTROL “TRUD” FOR
MASTERING THE KNOWLEDGE OF HIGHER
MATHEMATICS)
As an example, let’s take into account the set of variants of the
PC TS “Trud” developed on the basis of the foregoing to assimilate
knowledge on the topic: “Vector Multiplication”.
This kit consists of four variants of the PC TS "Trud". Each
version of the PC includes the conditions and the totality of all the
answers for the kit.
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Conditions contain a schematic representation of a parallelepiped
with two vectors. It is required to calculate the vector multiplication of
two vectors, one of which is located on the upper face of the
parallelepiped, and the second is the radius vector.
All answers for better visibility and better perception of
information are combined on a form and represent a single object a
picture-table.
3.3. The initial version of the program of accelerated control
of TS “Trud” on the topic: “Vector Multiplication”
In Fig. 1 schematically shows a parallelepiped with sides a, b, c.
Points A(
), В( ;
) are located on this parallelepiped.
The vector
is the radius vector of point A, which is the
beginning of the vector
The vector
forms an angle φ
with the positive direction of the OY axis.
It is required to fulfill the proposed tasks 1 - 10, as well as write
down the corresponding codes of correct answers in order of questions.
To take numerical parameters according to a variant (table 1).
Table 1 - Parameters for the basic version of the task
Variant
d a b c
I

8

1

5

3

4

Tasks
1. Find the projections of the vector
on the coordinate
axis and write this vector in coordinate form:
;
2. Calculating the corresponding projections, write
coordinate form:

in the

;

3. Create a determinant for calculating the vector
4. Calculate the multiplication vector
result in coordinate form;
5. Write the projection
of the vector
6. Write the projection
of the vector

;
and write the

onto the axis Ox;
onto the Oy axis;

7. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Oz;
8. Calculate the length (modulus
) of the multiplication vector
, assuming the parameters are given in the appropriate units
of measurement;
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9. Calculate and write in the indicated order the direction cosines
of the vector
:
where
;
;

;

10. Construct the layout of the vector
coordinate axis.

using its projections on the

Directions
1. The multiplications of vectors is found by the formula:
;
2. Choose image scale yourself ;
3. The answers to variant I are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 1. Basic version of the task.
3.4. Variant with using the opposite vector
In Fig. 2 schematically shows a parallelepiped with sides a, b, c.
Points A(
), В( ;
) are located on this parallelepiped.
The vector
is the radius vector of point A, which is the
beginning of the vector
The vector
forms an angle φ
with the positive direction of the OY axis.
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It is required to fulfill the proposed tasks 1 - 10, as well as write
down the corresponding codes of correct answers in order of questions.
To take numerical parameters according to a variant (table 2).
Table 2 - Parameters for the variant with using the opposite
vector
Variant
d a b c
II
8
1 5 3 4
Tasks
1. Calculating the corresponding projections, write
coordinate form:

in the

;

2. Find the projections of the vector
on the coordinate
axis and write this vector in coordinate form:
;
3. Calculate the multiplication vector
and write the
result in coordinate form;
4. Calculate the length (modulus
) of the multiplication vector
, assuming the parameters are given in the appropriate units
of measurement;
5. Create a determinant for calculating the vector
;
6. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Ox;
7. Write the projection
of the vector onto the Oy axis;
8. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Oz;
9. Construct the layout of the vector using its projections on the
coordinate axis;
10. Calculate and write in the indicated order the direction cosines
of the vector
:
where
;
;

;

Directions
1. The multiplications of vectors is found by the formula:
;
2. Choose image scale yourself ;
3. The answers to variant II are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 2. Variant with using the opposite vector.
3.5. Variant with Modified Parameters
In Fig. 3 schematically shows a parallelepiped with sides a, b, c.
Points A(
), В( ;
) are located on this parallelepiped.
The vector
is the radius vector of point A, which is the
beginning of the vector
The vector
forms an angle φ
with the positive direction of the OY axis.
It is required to fulfill the proposed tasks 1 - 10, as well as write
down the corresponding codes of correct answers in order of questions.
To take numerical parameters according to a variant (table 3).
Table 3 - Parameters for the variant with using modified
parameters
Variant
d a b
c
III

1

6

4

4

Tasks
1. Find the projections of the vector
on the coordinate
axis and write this vector in coordinate form:
;
2. Calculating the corresponding projections, write
coordinate form:

in the

;

3. Create a determinant for calculating the vector
40
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4. Calculate the multiplication vector
result in coordinate form;
5. Write the projection
of the vector
6. Write the projection
of the vector

and write the
onto the axis Ox;
onto the Oy axis;

7. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Oz;
8. Calculate the length (modulus
) of the multiplication vector
, assuming the parameters are given in the appropriate units
of measurement;
9. Calculate and write in the indicated order the direction cosines
of the vector
:
where
;
;

;

10. Construct the layout of the vector
coordinate axis.

using its projections on the

Directions
1. The multiplications of vectors is found by the formula:
;
2. Choose image scale yourself ;
3. The answers to variant III are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3. Variant with Modified Parameters.
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3.6. Variant with modified parameters and opposite vector
In Fig. 4 schematically shows a parallelepiped with sides a, b, c.
Points A(
), В( ;
) are located on this parallelepiped.
The vector
is the radius vector of point A, which is the
beginning of the vector
The vector
forms an angle φ
with the positive direction of the OY axis.
It is required to fulfill the proposed tasks 1 - 10, as well as write
down the corresponding codes of correct answers in order of questions.
To take numerical parameters according to a variant (table 4).
Table 4 - Parameters for the variant with modified parameters
and opposite vector
Variant
d a b
c
1

IV

6

4

4

Tasks
1. Calculating the corresponding projections, write
coordinate form:

in the

;

2. Find the projections of the vector
on the coordinate
axis and write this vector in coordinate form:
;
3. Calculate the multiplication vector
and write the
result in coordinate form;
4. Calculate the length (modulus
) of the multiplication vector
, assuming the parameters are given in the appropriate units
of measurement;
5. Create a determinant for calculating the vector
;
6. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Ox;
7. Write the projection
of the vector onto the Oy axis;
8. Write the projection
of the vector onto the axis Oz;
9. Construct the layout of the vector using its projections on the
coordinate axis.
10. Calculate and write in the indicated order the direction cosines
of the vector
:
where
;
;

;

Directions
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1. The multiplications of vectors is found by the formula:
;
2. Choose image scale yourself ;
3. The answers to variant IV are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Variant with modified parameters and opposite vector.
3.7. Answers to the set of variants I – IV of the PC TS
“Trud” on the topic: “Vector Multiplication”
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Figure 5. Answers to the set of variants I – IV of the PC TS “Trud” on
the topic: “Vector Multiplication”.
Discussion
The experience of building and using the PC TS “Trud” took
place on a number of topics in theoretical mechanics [1-5], higher
mathematics. Testing took place, in particular, in scientific and metodic
reports. For example, at Moscow State University (Moscow, 1973) at a
seminar meeting led by E.N. Berezkin, as well as in speeches at the
Department of Higher Mathematics and Theoretical Mechanics,
OVAKOLU (Odessa, 1982-1987), meeting [3], conference [4]. The
results of work with the PC TS “Trud” convinced the authors of the
positive role of their construction and methods of their use.
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Abstract
Use the GML productivity index to measure the industrial
productivity of 19 urban agglomerations in China during 2004-2014
under environmental regulation. The intensity of environmental
regulation, the level of industrial agglomeration and the level of
productivity of each urban agglomerations are compared. The results
show that from 2004 to 2014, the intensity of environmental regulation of
each urban agglomerations is increasing, but the TFP level of 19 urban
agglomerations in China has been increasing, which is mainly due to the
improvement of efficiency level. At the same time, the level of industrial
agglomeration is increasing. These changes show the beneficial results of
China's economic growth policy and provide a useful reference for the
country to formulate its economic development strategy.
Keywords: environmental regulation; industrial agglomeration;
urban agglomeration TFP;
1. Introduction
1.1.The importance of environmental regulation
Since the reform and opening up, China's rapid economic growth
has been accompanied by unavoidable energy consumption and
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environmental pollution. In 2011, China became the world's largest
energy consumer, accounting for 21.3% of global energy consumption. In
2015, China's primary energy consumption accounted for 22.9% of the
global total and 34% of the global net energy consumption growth. A
large amount of energy consumption comes from industrial production,
which is the main source of environmental pollution and brings great
pressure on resources and environment. It is estimated that during the
period of reform and opening up, only 40.1% of the country's industrial
GDP consumes 67.9% of the country's energy and emits 83.1% of the
country's carbon dioxide [1]. In the face of increasingly serious air, water,
soil and other pollution problems, the state has constantly formulated
strict environmental policies and achieved remarkable results. During the
12th Five Year Plan period, the industrial structure has been optimized
and upgraded, and the energy consumption per unit GDP has decreased
year by year. The total energy consumption has been reduced by 19.71%,
achieving the dual goals of stabilizing economic growth and promoting
environmental protection. However, how to achieve the common
development of economic growth and environmental protection is still an
important proposition. The traditional idea is that environmental
regulation will hinder the improvement of TFP and affect the
development of regional economy. There are also views that
environmental regulation will promote green innovation and improve
productivity. In the process of economic development, it is very important
for local governments to take the initiative to analyze the internal
relationship between environmental regulation and economic growth from
the perspective of cities.
1.2. China's urban agglomeration strategy
In order to make full use of the scale economy and external
spillover effect brought by industrial agglomeration to form regional
competitive advantage, China began to pilot the economic strategy of
local urban agglomeration in 2006. According to the national new
urbanization plan (2014-2020), urban agglomeration is the main form to
promote the new urbanization of the country. In the 13th five year plan,
the national development and Reform Commission led the preparation of
development plans for 19 key urban agglomerations. Urban
agglomeration is an important direction of urban development in China in
the future, and plays an important engine role in the national productivity
layout and industrial pattern [2]. According to statistics, China's 23 urban
agglomerations occupy less than 21.13% of the country's space,
concentrating 48.99% of the country's population, 78.78% of the country's
total economic output, 81.94% of the country's industrial added value,
68.54% of fixed asset investment, 98.06% of foreign investment [3]. As
the gathering place of resource elements, urban agglomeration is the most
core area in China's economic pattern.
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1.3. Research objective
In the future, population and industry will gather in cities. How
will environmental regulation policies affect the economic efficiency of
urban agglomerations while realizing environmental protection? Whether
the government can achieve both environmental protection and economic
growth? What are the effects of China's urban agglomeration strategy?
These are the research objectives of this paper Research object of this
paper. Research path: (1)Calculate urban TFP considering environmental
pollution intensity by using the panel data of 220 cities in China from
2004 to 2014. (2)After the main pollution indicators are linearized and
standardized, the intensity of environmental regulation is obtained, and
the indicators of workers and capital concentration are used to reflect
industrial agglomeration.(3)Compare the changes of environmental
regulation, industrial agglomeration level, TFP of different urban
agglomerations, and reflect the effect of China's urban agglomeration
strategy, so as to provide factual basis for regional environmental policies.
2. Research method and index explanation
2.1. Research method
The existing literature of estimating Malmquist Luenberger (ML)
production index generally uses DEA method to build geometric average
ml productivity index. The index and decomposition do not satisfy the
principle of transitivity or accumulation, and can not consider the case of
unexpected output. Oh (2010) combined directional distance function
with global productivity index to build GML index [4]. This index can not
only calculate the production efficiency considering environmental
pollution, but also has the characteristics of cyclic accumulation, which
can avoid the unsolved problem of traditional ml index linear
programming. In addition, GML index can effectively avoid the
possibility of inward migration of production front, that is to say, avoid
the phenomenon of "technical regression". Therefore, this paper uses
maxdea6.9 Pro software to calculate the statistical data of prefecture level
cities in 2003-2014, uses the non-radial method to calculate the output
oriented ml productivity index and its decomposition, and then obtains the
GML productivity index with variable returns to scale. Using the method
of Shao Jun and Xu Kangning [5] for reference, the TFP of each city in
2003 is set as 1, and the TFP of each city over the years is calculated
through the base period accumulation.
2.2. Index explanation
According to the principle that the number of DEA efficiency
evaluation indexes should be small, considering the availability of data,
the fixed industrial investment amount and the average number of
employees of Industrial Enterprises above the quota are selected as the
input indexes of the city, the total industrial output value above the quota
is taken as the expected output of the city, and the pollution intensity is
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taken as the unexpected output to calculate the industrial production
efficiency evaluation indexes of Chinese urban agglomerations (Table 1)
The research data mainly comes from the city statistical yearbook of
2004-2015, with 220 prefecture level and above cities as the research
object, and the index data are all based on the data of the whole city.

Index

Table 1 evaluation index system of industrial efficiency of
urban agglomeration in China
Category
Specific indicators
Labor input

Input
indicators

Capital input
Total output

Output
indicators

Environmental
indicators

Unexpected
output
Intensity of
environmental
pollution
Intensity of
environmental
regulation
Labor
concentration

Agglomeration
indicators

Capital
concentration

Average annual employment of
Industrial Enterprises above
Designated Size
Industrial fixed investment
Total output value of industries
above Designated Size
Discharge of unit output value of
industrial waste water, industrial
sulfur dioxide and industrial
smoke (dust)
Unexpected output
Standard rate of wastewater
discharge, sulfur dioxide
removal rate, dust removal rate
and comprehensive utilization
rate of solid waste
Annual average number of
employees of Industrial
Enterprises above Designated
Size
Annual average balance of net
fixed assets of Industrial
Enterprises above Designated
Size

2.2.1. Intensity of environmental pollution
According to the city classification, this paper calculates the
environmental pollution intensity of each prefecture level and above
cities. Based on the pollution variable index in the city statistical
yearbook, the pollution intensity of different cities in China is calculated
by the method of linear standardization and equal weight plus average for
all kinds of pollution emission data, and the GML index is calculated as
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an unexpected output index [6]. The selected pollution discharge indexes
mainly include: industrial wastewater discharge, sulfur dioxide discharge
and smoke (powder) dust discharge. The emission scores of each
pollutant's unit output value are summarized to get the urban
environmental pollution intensity. The calculation formula is:

PI ij =

1 3 Pij
∑
3 j =1 Oi i=1,2,3…,220；j=1,2,3

(1)
Pij is the emission of main pollutant J of city I, Oi is the total
industrial output value of each city I.
2.2.2. Index Intensity of environmental regulation
The measurement of the intensity of environmental regulation is
the basis of the selection of empirical research variables. According to the
literature at home and abroad, the measurement methods are quite
different, which also leads to the inconsistent analysis conclusions of the
relationship between environmental regulation and productivity. Some
scholars use the amount of investment in environmental pollution control
to measure the intensity index of environmental regulation, and take the
emission of a pollutant per unit GDP as an index to measure the policy
intensity and environmental impact of environmental regulation in
different industries [7]. They neglect the effect of environmental
regulation in terms of the amount of investment in environmental
pollution control, and the single pollution index is not enough to reflect
the environmental regulation. In this paper, different pollutant indicators
of each city are standardized, and then different pollution intensity can be
synthesized, so as to measure the comprehensive impact of environmental
regulation more comprehensively. Four single indicators are selected to
measure the environmental regulation, i.e. the up to standard rate of
industrial wastewater discharge, the removal rate of sulfur dioxide, the
removal rate of smoke (dust) and the comprehensive utilization rate of
solid waste. These single indicators are standardized, but when calculating
the weight, because there is no solid waste emission index, the
comprehensive utilization rate of solid waste standardization index and
other weighted standardization indexes are directly summed up to
calculate the urban environmental regulation intensity. The calculation
formula is:
⎡
⎢ Pij
Si = ∑ ⎢
j =1 ⎢
Oi
⎣⎢
3

220

⎤
⎥
Di 4 − min( Di 4 )
i =1
⎥+
×
220
max( Dij ) − min( Dij ) ⎥ max( Di 4 ) − min( Di 4 )
Oi
∑
i =1
⎦⎥

∑P

ij

Dij − min( Dij )

(2)
2.2.3. Agglomeration index
In the study of industrial agglomeration, Ciccone, hall (1996) [8],
Liu Xiuyan (2010) [9] and other scholars expressed the employment
density index by dividing the total employment population of an industry
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by the total area of the city. However, in view of the differences of
administrative divisions in China, the urban scale is closely related to the
area of construction land, and there is a phenomenon of low
agglomeration of large cities and high industrial agglomeration of small
cities. In this paper, the agglomeration level of prefecture level cities in
China is calculated according to the above methods, and many abnormal
values appear. For example, in 2004, the urban construction land area of
Beijing was 24.3 times that of Quanzhou, resulting in the industrial
agglomeration of Quanzhou The level of people concentration is 24.6
times that of Beijing.Therefore, when reflecting the level of
agglomeration, this paper uses the method of Jin Yu, Lu Ming and Chen
Zhao (2006) [10] to reflect the level of agglomeration of workers and
capital by dividing the indicators of different cities by the total weight of
the indicators of the whole country in that year.
3. Measurement results and conclusion
According to the unexpected output model, we calculate the
GML productivity index and its decomposition, and analyze the
differences between different urban agglomerations according to the
calculated environment and agglomeration index. Overall, the average
industrial TFP of 19 urban agglomerations increased from 0.987 in 2004
to 1.090 in 2014, up 10.4%. The GML index also maintained an upward
trend, reaching a maximum of 1.063 in 2012, indicating that the growth
rate of TFP reached a maximum of 6.3%. GML index is divided into
efficiency improvement and technology progress. The technology
progress index has an upward trend, but the trend of efficiency
improvement index is not obvious, but the average efficiency
improvement index is 2% per year, which is higher than the technology
progress index of 1% per year. This shows that the improvement of
industrial productivity over the past decade mainly comes from the
improvement of efficiency, while the contribution of technological
progress is relatively small, which is consistent with the calculation
results of Jin Yage and Chang Rui (2016) [11]. From the perspective of
environmental indicators, the intensity index of environmental regulation
increased from 2.115 to 2.578, showing a rising trend, and the intensity
index of environmental pollution decreased from 5.282 to 1.356, showing
a significant downward trend, indicating that the state has paid more
attention to environmental protection and achieved good results. The
industrial productivity of urban agglomerations has been continuously
improved under the promotion of efficiency improvement and
technological progress, which shows that environmental regulation
policies may not have a restraining effect on productivity.
3.1. Comparison of industrial productivity etic in different
urban agglomerations
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From the TFP value of urban agglomerations (see Chart 1),
considering the unexpected output of environmental pollution, the
industrial productivity of Pearl River Delta urban agglomerations is the
highest, that of Shandong Peninsula Urban Agglomerations, Yangtze
River Delta urban agglomerations and Beijing Tianjin Hebei urban
agglomerations is higher; that of Guanzhong urban agglomerations is the
lowest, and that of West Coast urban agglomerations, Central Yunnan
Urban Agglomerations and Lanxi urban agglomerations is lower. From
the perspective of productivity decomposition, the mean value of
efficiency improvement of different urban agglomerations (1.019) is
slightly higher than that of technological progress (1.012). Chengdu
Chongqing urban agglomerations have the highest level of efficiency
improvement, but the lowest level of technological progress. The level of
efficiency improvement is the lowest in central and southern Liaoning,
and the highest in Pearl River Delta. From the perspective of
environmental indicators, the higher the pollution intensity of urban
agglomeration, the higher the intensity of environmental regulation.
Jinzhong City Group, Ningxia city group along the Yellow River,
Qianzhong city group have the highest environmental regulation intensity
and environmental pollution intensity. The intensity of environmental
regulation and pollution is the lowest in the Pearl River Delta. The
environmental pollution degree of the Yangtze River Delta city group, the
west coast city group of the Straits, the Shandong peninsula city group is
relatively low, and the environmental regulation intensity of the northern
slope city group of Tianshan Mountain, the great wall city group of
Harbin and the central Yunnan city group is relatively low. From the
perspective of agglomeration indicators, the Pearl River Delta city cluster
has the highest level of worker agglomeration, the Yangtze River Delta
city cluster has the highest level of capital agglomeration, the Lanxi City
Cluster has the lowest level of worker agglomeration, and the Beibu Gulf
city cluster has the lowest level of capital agglomeration. From the
regional perspective, the productivity level and agglomeration level of
urban agglomerations in the eastern region are relatively high, while the
productivity level and agglomeration level of urban agglomerations in the
western region are relatively low, and the intensity of environmental
pollution and environmental regulation is relatively high.
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Chart 1 average TFP, environmental indicators and agglomeration
indicators of China's urban agglomeration in 2004-2014
Chart 1: average TFP, environmental indicators and
agglomeration indicators of China's urban agglomeration in 2004-2014. 1Beijing Tianjin Hebei Urban Agglomeration,2-Yangtze River Delta city
group,3-Pearl River Delta city group,4-Central Plains city group,5-Urban
Agglomerations in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River,6-Chengdu
Chongqing Urban Agglomeration, 7-Great Wall City Group,8-Shandong
peninsula city group,9-South Central Liaoning city group,10-City Group
on the west side of the Straits,11-Guanzhong City Group,12-Beibu Gulf
city group,13-Jinzhong City Group,14-Hubao Eyu city group,15-Lanxi
City Group,16-Cities along the Yellow River in Ningxia,17-Urban
agglomerations on the north slope of Tianshan Mountain,18-Central
Yunnan city group,19-Qianzhong city group. EC represents efficiency
improvement. BPC represents technological progress. RI stands for
Intensity of environmental regulation. PT stands for Intensity of
environmental regulation. LC stands for Labor concentration. CC stands
for Capital concentration.
3.2. Conclusion
Based on the panel data of 220 prefecture level cities in China
from 2004 to 2014, this paper uses GML productivity index to get the
productivity and its decomposition of 19 urban agglomerations.
Combined with the calculated environmental indicators and
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agglomeration indicators, this paper analyzes the changes of
environmental regulation intensity and industrial agglomeration and the
industrial productivity of Urban Agglomerations, and draws the following
conclusions and suggestions:
Considering the undesired output of environmental pollution, the
productivity level of urban agglomerations in China has been increasing
in the past 11 years. From the perspective of productivity decomposition,
the productivity improvement of urban agglomerations mainly comes
from efficiency improvement. In the future, urban agglomerations should
pay more attention to innovation and improve the level of technological
progress. The higher the intensity of regulation, the lower the level of
urban agglomeration, the higher the intensity of environmental pollution.
With the increasing intensity of environmental regulation and the
decreasing intensity of environmental pollution, the state has paid more
and more attention to environmental protection and achieved good results.
There are significant differences in the intensity of environmental
regulation, the degree of industrial agglomeration and the level of
productivity among the 19 urban agglomerations. The Pearl River Delta
urban agglomerations have the highest level of worker agglomeration, the
Yangtze River Delta urban agglomerations have the highest level of
capital agglomeration. China should encourage industrial agglomeration
and industrial structure improvement to raise the productivity of urban
agglomerations, and continue to strengthen the level of environmental
protection.
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Abstract
Use the GML productivity index to measure the industrial
productivity of 19 urban agglomerations in China during 2004-2014
under environmental regulation. The intensity of environmental
regulation, the level of industrial agglomeration and the level of each
urban agglomerations’ TFP are compared, and the panel data of
influencing factors of productivity of urban agglomerations are
empirically analyzed by using the System GMM model. The results show
that from 2004 to 2014, the productivity level of 19 urban agglomerations
in China has been increasing, and the growth is mainly due to the
improvement of efficiency level. The intensity of environmental
regulation and the level of workers' concentration have a small negative
impact on productivity, but the level of capital concentration has a large
positive impact on productivity. Generally speaking, the impact of
industrial agglomeration on productivity of urban agglomeration is
positive. China should encourage industrial agglomeration and industrial
structure improvement to raise the productivity of urban agglomerations,
and continue to strengthen the level of environmental protection.
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1. Introduction
1.1The impact of environmental regulation
The impact of environmental regulation on productivity is
mainly divided into two aspects: some scholars believe that environmental
regulation policy requires strict standards, reduces the efficiency of
capital investment, and is not conducive to the improvement of
productivity and economic growth. If environmental regulation increases
input but does not increase output, or reduces output but does not reduce
input, it means that environmental regulation reduces productivity growth
[1]. Other scholars believe that environmental regulation can stimulate
green innovation activities and reduce the R&D expenditure of pollution
control. If the environmental policy is properly implemented, it can
achieve the goal of energy conservation and emission reduction while
maintaining a certain level of total output. According to Aghion et al.
(2012) [2] and Martinez-Zarzoso (2019) [3], due to direct technological
progress, environmental regulation can increase clean innovation.
Domestic scholars mainly focus on the comparison of traditional
urbanization efficiency and environmental production efficiency in the
study of environment and efficiency, and then draw the conclusion
whether environmental pollution causes loss to the production efficiency
of our country. But in fact, environmental pollution, an unexpected
output, exists as a fact. Even if it is not considered in the model, the
calculated traditional production efficiency itself has been affected by
environmental constraints. Some scholars pay attention to the impact of
environmental policies from the perspective of urban agglomeration.
Wanqing et al. (2015) believed that the real efficiency level of
urbanization was overestimated when the measurement of urbanization
efficiency ignored environmental pollution emissions [4]. Fu Lina et al.
(2013) showed that the urbanization efficiency was low after considering
the unexpected output such as environmental pollution and ecological
degradation [5]. Domestic scholars also study the impact of
environmental regulation policies on production efficiency from the
industry level [6] and enterprise level [7], and think that environmental
regulation will stimulate technological innovation of enterprises and
promote the improvement of TFP.
1.2. The impact of industrial agglomeration
The research on the impact of industrial agglomeration on
growth has a long history. Marshall (1920) pointed out that economic
agglomeration is closely related to regional economic growth. He
emphasized that economic agglomeration within the industry brings about
economies of scale, and the spillover effect of labor and technical
knowledge can effectively improve economic growth. The factors of
production are concentrated in cities, and economic agglomeration is the
basis for the continuous expansion of urban scale. Many studies focus on
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the role of economic agglomeration in regional economy [8]. Sveikauskas
(1975) studied the cross-sectional data of the United States in 1967 and
found that the productivity level of the United States would increase by
6% [9]. Henderson et al. (2001) focused on the analysis of the
agglomeration and dispersion characteristics of multi industry distribution
with the change of scale economy in South Korea from 1983 to 1993. It
was found that after the industrial diffusion stage, the modern industry in
South Korea reappeared the agglomeration trend, and the spatial
agglomeration characteristics of various industries among cities became
increasingly significant [10]. Limam and Miller (2004) used stochastic
frontier production function to investigate TFP and production efficiency
progress in 80 countries in the world, and found that the increase of input
factors, especially capital accumulation, played a key role in explaining
output [11]. Lian Yujun (2003) believed that the initial human capital
stock and the inter regional human capital flow are the factors leading to
the economic growth gap between the eastern and western regions of
China, and the accumulation of human capital plays a more important role
in the economic development of the western region [12]. Yu Jingwen and
Wang Chunchao (2011) use dynamic panel estimation to think that
industrial agglomeration has a positive effect on urban production
efficiency [13]. Liu Xiuyan et al. (2012) [14] believed that in the primary
stage of economic development, agglomeration of economic activities is
indeed conducive to economic growth, but when the level of economic
development breaks a certain threshold, the negative effects of
agglomeration will gradually appear.
1.3. Research objective
With the implementation of China's urban agglomeration
strategy, How will environmental regulation policies and industrial
agglomeration affect the economic efficiency of urban agglomerations?
These are the research objectives of this paper research object of this
paper. Research path: (1) Use Global Malmquist Luenberger (GML)
index to calculate urban TFP considering environmental pollution
intensity by using the panel data of 220 cities in China from 2004 to 2014.
(2)After the main pollution indicators are linearized and standardized, the
intensity of environmental regulation is obtained, and the indicators of
workers and capital concentration are used to reflect industrial
agglomeration.(3) Compare the influence factors of environmental
regulation, industrial agglomeration level, industrial scale and industrial
structure of different urban agglomerations and their differences on
productivity, so as to provide factual basis for regional environmental
policies.
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2. Research method and variable explanation
2.1. Research method
In order to bring environmental pollution into the framework of
productivity analysis, it is necessary to construct a set of production
possibilities, which includes both expected output and unexpected output.
Taking every city in 19 urban agglomerations as a decision-making unit,
assuming that every city uses n kinds of inputs x=(x1...xn), m kinds of
expected outputs y=(y1…ym),and j kinds of unexpected outputs b=(b1…bj)
are obtained. The set of production possibilities can be expressed as:

{

P t ( xt ) = ( y t , bt ) | x t } t = 1,..., T
，

(1)
Global production possibility set P=P1UP2U…UPT is the union
of production possibility sets of all observable periods. The Global
Malmquist Luenberger (GML) index proposed by Oh (2010) [15] on the
basis of improving the traditional ML index is divided into:

GMLtt+1 ( xt , y t , bt , xt +1 , y t +1 , bt +1 ) =

=

1 + D G ( x t , y t , bt ; y t , bt )
1 + DG ( xt +1 , y t +1 , bt +1; y t +1 , bt +1 )

1 + D t ( x t , y t , bt ; y t , bt )
1 + Dt +1 ( xt +1 , y t +1 , bt +1; y t +1 , bt +1 )

⎡
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= EC t ,t +1 × BPC t ,t +1

(2)
In formula (2), DG(xt, yt bt; yt bt)=max｛β|(y+βyt,b-βbt)∈
PG(xt)｝is a global directional distance function, which depends on the
global production possibility set PG(x). GML index divides the change of
productivity into the change of efficiency and the change of technical
efficiency. ECt,t+1 represents the change of efficiency in the period from
t to t + 1 and BPCt,t+1 re[resents the technological progress in the period
from t to t + 1. In order to decompose GML index, DEA linear
programming model can be used to solve the direction distance function
in formula (2).

Dt ( xt , yt , bt ; y t , −bt ) = max β
K

t
k

λ y
s.t. ∑
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≤ xnt
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n = 1,..., N ;

λkt ≥ 0

(3)

k = 1,..., K

λ is the linear combination coefficient,β is the maximum extent
of output expansion. The value is (0,1). It pursues the maximum expected
output while minimizing the unexpected output.
2.2. Variable explanation
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Referring to the research of other scholars, in addition to
environmental regulations and industrial agglomeration factors, the
influence of urban industrial scale (UI), capital labor ratio (CR), industrial
share in GDP (IS), foreign investment share (FS) and other factors is also
considered. The descriptive statistics of variables are shown in table 1. In
order to test the relationship between urban industrial efficiency and its
influencing factors, such as environmental regulation, industrial
agglomeration, we compared the fixed effect, random effect and other
measurement methods, and finally used the System GMM method to
regression analysis the dynamic panel data. Because the growth of
productivity is a continuous process of dynamic adjustment, there will be
some time lag effect. Therefore, we build a dynamic panel data model:

TFPit = c + α 0TFPit −1 + α1RI it + α 2 LC + α3CC + X it + ui + ε it

X it = ϕ1 ln UIit + ϕ2 ln CRit + ϕ3 ISit + ϕ4 FSit

(4)

(5)
Among them, xit is the set of other explanatory variables, LN is
in the form of logarithm, I and t represent city and year. TFP, RI, LC and
CC respectively represent urban industrial productivity, environmental
regulation intensity, worker concentration level and capital concentration
level. Variable ui is an unobservable individual effect; εit is a random
disturbance term. The industrial scale of a city, expressed in terms of
industrial power consumption, reflects the impact of scale economy on
TFP. The larger the scale, the higher the productivity level [16]; the
capital labor ratio of a city, the higher the capital labor ratio, the higher
the annual average balance of the net value of industrial fixed assets
above the quota and the annual average number of employees of
Industrial Enterprises above the quota, the stronger the R&D and
innovation ability, the better It can produce higher productivity; the
proportion of the secondary industry in GDP is often used to reflect the
optimization degree of the urban industrial structure, and the decrease of
the proportion of the secondary industry often means the optimization of
the industrial structure, which may lead to higher productivity; the
proportion of the actual use of foreign capital in GDP in the year of the
city, and foreign investment is closely related to advanced foreign
technology and management experience, which is often conducive to
promoting regional production An increase in the rate.
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Table 1 descriptive statistics of TFP and explanatory variables
of Urban Agglomeration

3. Measurement results and regression analysis
3.1. Changes of productivity and other indicators of different
levels of Urban Agglomerations
In order to reflect the changing trend of productivity and other
indicators of different urban agglomerations, which are classified into
three categories: national level, regional level and regional level
according to the planning and general practice of each urban
agglomerations (see Table 2).
Table 2 dynamic changes of TFP, environment and
agglomeration indicators of urban agglomeration in China

Note: 1-Beijing Tianjin Hebei Urban Agglomeration,2-Yangtze
River Delta city group,3-Pearl River Delta city group,4-Central Plains city
group,5-Urban Agglomerations in the middle reaches of the Yangtze
River,6-Chengdu Chongqing Urban Agglomeration, 7-Great Wall City
Group,8-Shandong peninsula city group,9-South Central Liaoning city
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group,10-City Group on the west side of the Straits,11-Guanzhong City
Group,12-Beibu Gulf city group,13-Jinzhong City Group,14-Hubao Eyu
city group,15-Lanxi City Group,16-Cities along the Yellow River in
Ningxia,17-Urban agglomerations on the north slope of Tianshan
Mountain,18-Central Yunnan city group,19-Qianzhong city group. EC
represents efficiency improvement. BPC represents technological
progress. RI stands for Intensity of environmental regulation. PT stands
for Intensity of environmental regulation. LC stands for Labor
concentration. CC stands for Capital concentration.
The TFP of national urban agglomerations is the highest and the
fastest growing, increasing by 15.5% from 2004 to 2014. The TFP of
regional urban agglomerations is higher, increasing by 8.6% in 11 years.
The TFP of regional urban agglomerations is lower, only increasing by
1% in 11 years. The environmental regulation intensity and pollution
intensity of national and regional urban agglomerations are relatively low,
and the regulation intensity and pollution intensity of regional urban
agglomerations are significantly higher. This is because the heavy
industry ratio of regional urban agglomerations is significant, and the
industrial wastewater, sulfur dioxide and smoke dust emissions are the
largest, so the proportion of each index becomes higher after the
authorization. The intensity of environmental regulation in different urban
agglomerations is increasing, and the intensity of environmental pollution
is decreasing. Especially in 2004-2008, the intensity of environmental
regulation in each urban agglomerations is obviously increasing, and the
intensity of environmental pollution is rapidly decreasing. From the
perspective of agglomeration level, the stronger the level of industrial
agglomeration, the higher the level of productivity. The agglomeration
level of national level cities is the highest, and the level of workers'
agglomeration is rising; the level of regional level cities is the second, but
the level of agglomeration is declining; the level of regional level cities'
agglomeration is the lowest, but the level of capital agglomeration is
rising.
3.2. Regression analysis
The regression results show that the intensity of environmental
regulation, the concentration of workers, the concentration of capital, the
industrial scale of urban agglomerations, the capital labor ratio and other
factors have a significant impact on the industrial productivity of each
urban agglomerations, but the impact of each factor on different levels of
urban agglomerations is significantly different (Table 3). From the data
point of view, the effect of the intensity of environmental regulation and
the level of industrial agglomeration on the productivity of our country
has obviously appeared the phenomenon of "polarization". In general, the
impact of industrial agglomeration on the productivity of urban
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agglomerations is positive. From the perspective of urban agglomeration
as a whole, there is a significant positive correlation between TFP in the
current period and TFP in the previous period, which shows that
productivity growth has a continuous path dependence feature;
environmental regulation intensity has a negative impact on productivity
level, but the impact is small. Other factors have positive effects on the
productivity of urban agglomerations, such as industrial scale, industrial
capital labor ratio and industrial structure. From the perspective of
different levels of urban agglomerations, The higher the level of urban
agglomerations, the greater the impact of the intensity of environmental
regulation. Capital agglomeration has a positive impact on the
productivity level of urban agglomerations, national and regional capital
agglomeration has a greater positive impact on the productivity level, and
regional capital agglomeration has a slight negative impact on the
productivity level. National urban agglomerations no longer rely on laborintensive industries, but more on capital and R&D technology, so the
agglomeration of workers brings negative effects on their productivity.
The capital labor ratio of national and regional urban agglomerations has
a positive impact on productivity growth, while the regional urban
agglomerations have a weak negative impact. In terms of the proportion
of foreign investment, the proportion of foreign investment in regional
urban agglomerations may be too low, which has not yet had a positive
impact on productivity growth, and the proportion of foreign investment
in national urban agglomerations has the most significant positive impact
on productivity.
Table 3. System GMM regression results
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Note: the regression coefficient in brackets is Z value, *, **, ***,
respectively, indicating significant at the significance level of 10%, 5%,
and 1%.
4. Conclusions and suggestions
It is found that in the past 11 years, the intensity of
environmental regulation in various urban agglomerations in China has
been increasing, and the intensity of environmental pollution has
decreased significantly, which has effectively realized environmental
protection. The high intensity of environmental regulation has little
negative impact on the industrial productivity of urban agglomeration,
and the high level of industrial agglomeration will promote the
improvement of the production efficiency of urban agglomeration.
Therefore, we believe that we should effectively implement strict
environmental regulation policies, optimize the industrial structure and
industrial layout of urban agglomerations, promote the rational division of
labor and capital in the region and industrial upgrading through the
rational allocation of labor and capital resources, and take differentiated
measures due to urban implementation policies, which will contribute to
the improvement of productivity of urban agglomerations.
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Abstract
Under the digital economy, insurance companies have changed
the development model of insurance, and quickly provided personalized
products to customers through digital technology. In the complex
international economic form, the risks of insurance companies are
increasing. Financial risk is one of the most important risks. The financial
risk of an enterprise becomes more and more complicated by the internal
and external factors of the enterprise, which seriously affects the
development of the enterprise. This article starts from the characteristics
of financial risks of insurance companies in the digital economy, analyzes
the influencing factors of financial risks, and puts forward some
suggestions for improvement to help reduce financial risks.
Keywords: digital economy; insurance company; financial risk;
Internal Control
The advent of the digital economy era provides insurance
companies with new opportunities for developing high quality. Insurance
companies began a smart upgrade using new technologies such as cloud
computing, big data, artificial intelligence and the Internet of things, and
achieved good results. But the difficult market environment also carries
many internal and external risks for the development of insurance
companies. As the digitization of insurance companies accelerates, its
financial risks become more serious. In the current development
environment, studying the prevention of financial risks of an insurance
company to ensure the safe and stable development of insurance
companies is of great practical importance.
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1.Financial characteristics of insurance companies in the digital
economy.
1.1 Economics of assets of insurance companies in the digital
economy.
Digitization of insurance companies is still working on the model
of light assets. Traditional insurance companies typically need office
space and other fixed assets, which make up a significant share of
corporate assets. Digital insurance companies are mainly based on
technology services, and the ability of technology services is a major
factor in the competitiveness of enterprises. Insurance companies do not
need to acquire assets such as houses, and mainly rent houses and
furniture. Fixed assets comprise a small share of the assets of insurance
companies. Insurance companies have reduced their investment in fixed
assets and saved companies more costs.
1.2 The share of intangible assets of insurance companies is high
in the digital economy.
In the digital economy, insurance sales channels are mainly
official website platforms, mobile terminals, self-service channels and
third-party channels. The digitization of insurance activity increases the
efficiency of insurance activity [1]. But insurance companies must invest
a lot of money to build these channels. If the invested funds satisfy the
conditions for confirming intangible assets, the funds will ultimately form
intangible assets and will be recorded in the intangible assets account, if
the invested funds will ultimately not be able to form a recognizable
intangible asset, the funds will be written off and credited to the expense
account in the income statement . Compared with traditional insurance
companies, intangible assets of such insurance companies account for a
large share of total assets.
1.3 High selling costs of insurance companies in the digital
economy.
Insurance companies should invest more in promoting products
in the digital economy in order to get traffic to the site and increase the
conversion rate of customers. At the same time, in order to occupy
profitable channels and seize market share, this led to the fact that
insurance companies increased sales costs. In terms of revenue, in order to
increase customer resources, it is necessary to reduce customer service
costs. As a result, the cost of selling insurance companies rose sharply,
and the gross margin of corporate products fell sharply.
2. The main financial risks of insurance companies in the digital
economy.
Insurance companies in the digital economy, like traditional
insurance companies, have financial risks such as underwriting and credit
risk. The introduction of new technologies in the digital economy will
affect insurance technologies without changing their economic nature [2].
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But the variability and virtuality of digitalization also extends its unique
financial risks.
2.1 Supervisors have little oversight of financial risks.
In the digital economy, regulatory oversight of insurance
companies is largely regulated and protected from underwriting and
operational risks [3]. Management and control of financial risks of
insurance companies mainly use a systematic correlation between
different types of risks to prevent and control their risks. This approach
reduces risk aversion opportunities. In addition, the digitalization of
insurance companies is growing rapidly, and regulators cannot update the
regulatory system in a timely manner, and there are not enough rules for
insurance companies to prevent risks in the digital economy. As the
company grows and grows, the risks continue to increase, which will
seriously affect the further activities of the company.
2.2 The financial accounting system does not comply with
financial data.
Prevention of financial risks of the insurance company is based
on the analysis of the financial data of the company. Existing accounting
and taxation systems are mainly developed for traditional enterprises [4].
Updating these systems cannot be timely adapted to the constant
innovation of business models of insurance companies. In order to
comply with legal regulations, insurance companies in the digital
economy still need to register their financial activities in accordance with
existing accounting systems and entities, thereby reducing the accuracy of
financial data in a clear expression of financial activities. This makes it
impossible for the enterprise supervision department to accurately obtain
the business status of the enterprise when using financial data for analysis,
which affects the prevention and control of risks.
2.3 Lack of awareness and financial risk control system.
Insurance companies usually first formulate personnel and
business management systems, and then consider a risk management
system. Although the rules and regulations formulated by the financial
department of the company also include risk management, the risk
management system is only a general system for ensuring financial
processes. Currently, insurance companies do not sufficiently manage
financial risks in the digital economy, and the financial risk management
system cannot fully adapt to the rapid development of enterprises. If you
do not actively study the impact of the digital economy on the financial
risk system, an imperfect risk management system will limit the rapid
development of enterprises.
3. Recommendations for insurance companies to prevent
financial risks in the digital economy.
3.1 Create a diversified collaborative risk management system.
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Insurance companies have developed rapidly in the digital
economy, and their business has expanded rapidly. The company's
development strategy is focused on business development and ignores the
prevention and control of financial risks. Most companies include
financial risk management responsibilities in the finance department, so
risk prevention and control cannot come from the company as a whole.
Therefore, a system should be created that targets the company as a whole
and works with several departments to prevent this. In this case, the
number of participants increases, and the ability to monitor financial risks
increases. Under the joint leadership of various departments, the use of
digital technology as a means to improve control of the company's risks
[5], the likelihood of financial risk of the company will be significantly
reduced. Thus, the company must create a diversified system of
prevention and control of financial risks of cooperation.
3.2 Improving the system of financial accounting over time.
The department of accounting supervision should timely
formulate and update standards and subjects of accounting. In accordance
with developments and changes in the insurance industry, the accounting
regulatory body should develop new entities and accounting systems
suitable for digitization in response to the continuous improvement of
digitization. Ensure that insurance companies can use accounting entities
in the digital economy to accurately capture financial performance data
and accurately reflect it in financial statements. Insurance companies
should actively develop and update the company's management system
based on their own development of the digital economy and existing laws
and regulations so that these companies can be truly reflected.
3.3 Strengthen the system of information and control over the
prevention of financial risks.
Awareness of risk prevention is extremely important for
insurance companies. It is necessary to constantly strengthen advocacy for
the prevention of financial risks, so that the employees of the company in
the process of work build their understanding of the awareness and
concepts of risk prevention. At the same time, insurance companies
should analyze their own systems to find out the factors that affect
financial risks. Insurance companies strengthen internal control over
financial risks by creating a reliable system of internal supervision.
Insurance companies should strengthen the building of department and
staff functions and segregate supervision responsibilities to ensure that
daily work is in order. The work of the internal audit service of the
financial management department should be improved, a system of
incentives and evaluation should be created, and the enthusiasm of
financial management employees should be increased. At the same time,
management evaluates field workers to ensure the integrity of the internal
control system and to perform supervision well [6].
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4. Conclusion
Due to the frequent occurrence of global risk events, insurance is
increasingly used by general enterprises, and the insurance industry is also
developing rapidly, opening up new opportunities. At the same time, the
digital economy has also accelerated the development of the insurance
industry. However, the rapid development of the insurance industry has
also brought more financial management problems and risks to insurance
companies. Effective financial risk management is a complex systematic
project, and managers of insurance companies should conduct a detailed
analysis of the development of the company at this stage and take
effective measures to control and reduce risks. Financial management is
very important for insurance companies. Many insurance companies in
financial management, due to the incomplete construction of various
mechanisms, have seriously affected the further development of the
company. Therefore, insurance companies should attach great importance
to this and take scientific and effective measures to avoid risks and ensure
the normal operation of insurance companies in accordance with the
specific conditions of enterprises.
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Abstract
With China’s economic development, changing the domestic
audit environment and making a new auditing standard has become a
decisive factor for successfully integrating into the international audit
business. In this paper, based on the amendment of China’s new auditing
standards, the author makes a comparative study on China’s auditing
standards and international standard on auditing.
Keywords: audit; standard; consistency; differences
In order to comprehensively connect with international audit,
Ministry of Finance of the People’s Republic of China issued China
Standards on Auditing and Quality Control in 2006. The concept of riskoriented audit is implemented in the standards, which aims at achieving
the convergence between China’s Auditing Standards and International
Standards on Auditing. In recent years, with the change of audit
environment, the International Standards on Auditing has been revised a
lot. There are many new problems in China’s auditing practice, which are
needed to be solved. For this purpose, Ministry of Finance of the People’s
Republic of China made further amendment for auditing standards in
2009 and 2016. After the revised auditing standard was issued in
November, 2010. Moreover, in 2016, six auditing standards were revised
again. To a large extend, the revised auditing standards have absorbed and
learned from the newest achievements of International Standards on
Auditing, which will have a sustainable and comprehensive convergence
with the International Standards on Auditing.
1.Researches on convergence phenomenon between China’s
CPA auditing standards and International Standards on Auditing
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1.1 Structure and contents of China’s new Auditing Standards
system
China’s CPA auditing standards is fundamentally the same with
the basic principle and core program of International Standards on
Auditing. Meanwhile, it is basically the same with the objective and
principle of auditing, assessment and response to risks, acquisition and
analysis of auditing evidence, the formation and report of auditing
conclusions. Moreover, it also keeps consistence with the contents of
CPA’s professional responsibility. However, Chinese CPA auditing
standard has its own features. In contrast with the International Standards
on Auditing, China’s CPA auditing standard adds the communication
principles between the preceding CPA and current CPA. Such kind of
differences reflect the innovation, which is in keeping with the concept of
converging with International Standards on Auditing. In China’s CPA
auditing standard, some illustrations and explanation materials of
International Standards on Auditing are written in application guide so as
to be convenient for users to correctly understand and apply the standard.
1.2 Structure and contents of international Standards on Auditing
System
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)
is the subordinate organization of International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC). Meanwhile, it is also the authority which is responsible for
making international standards on auditing. International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board issued a newest international standards on
auditing in December, 2008, which includes37 programs. It also includes
all the links from the undertaking business to issuing auditing report,
which involves the 6 aspects of objective and responsibility, auditing
procedure, auditing evidence, taking advantage of others’ work, auditing
report and auditing business with special purpose. In addition, the
international standard on auditing also includes the standards for the
quality control of accounting firms.
1.3 Convergence analysis
The application scope of new auditing standard is greatly
expanded, which makes corresponding stipulations for overseas branches
and transnational enterprises in China’s branches. This amendment of
China’s auditing standard fully adopts all the basic principles and core
procedures of International Standards on Auditing. As for the objective
and principles of auditing, assessment and response to risks, acquisition
and analysis of auditing evidence, the formation and report of auditing
conclusions, the set of CPA’s professional responsibilities and other
major aspects, China’s new auditing standard has realized sustainable and
comprehensive convergence with International Standard on Auditing.
After amendment, the stylistic rules and statements of new auditing
standard are more concise and explicit, which is easy for understanding
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and application. CPA can get wider professional judgment spaces and
higher flexibility during the auditing practice. This major change of new
auditing standard is also reflected in the further evolution of auditing
model, which comprehensively and thoroughly reflects the basic
requirements of risk-oriented audit.
The new auditing standard lays emphasis on the correlation of
small-large enterprise’s auditing. This amendment has canceled the
original Auditing Criterion for China CPA, No. 1621 — Special
Consideration for Audits of Small-scale Auditing Unit. However, the part
of “special consideration for audits of small-scale auditing units” is added
in the application guide of each item. Such kind of this behaviour makes
stylistic rules and statements more concise and explicit, which is easy for
understanding and application. This effectively improves the applicability
of CPA auditing standard.
Business classification standards are same. China’s new auditing
standard system and International Standards on Auditing all divide the
business into assurance services and relevant business. The assurance
services are further classified into historical information’s auditing
business and review business and other assurance services.
2.The effects brought by the amendment of new standard
2.1 The CPA’s auditing behaviors are regulated, thus the industry
drawbacks stand out.
In auditing standards, the stipulation of auditing procedure
becomes international convergence. Namely, the CPA is demanded to
know audited organizations and the environment before implementing the
substantive procedure, thus fully recognizing and assessing risk of
material misstatements at the financial statement. Moreover. The key
procedures for identifying, assessing and coping with risks are formed
into the working records, thus guaranteeing the auditing quality and
ensuring professional responsibility. This will bring the lengthening of
auditing time and the audits’ attention will be increased, which
necessarily increases the cost. Obviously, the accounting subjects are not
willing to pay for the extra audit workload. So the CPA has to take the
practical auditing time and charging time into consideration when the
CPA does the auditing practice. This will cause that the CPA can’t
implement the risk assessment procedure in accordance with the
requirement of standard. If such contradiction can’t be reconciled well,
the CPA will formally meet the requirements of standards. Thus the
implementation effect of China’s new auditing standards will be greatly
reduced.
2.2 Provide guarantees for China’s participating in International
affairs to a greater extent.
Auditing is the product of social economic development. The
development of social economy directly influences the development level
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of auditing. China’s capital market is a newly-developing market. Since
the Shanghai Stock Exchange was opened in 1990, China’s stock market
has accomplished the path of market economy which developed countries
has accomplished with 100 decades during the over 20 years. Inevitably,
there exist many drawbacks, such as the small-size scale, imperfect basic
supporting measures. Moreover, three aren’t enough influences to the
development of auditing. The audits also can’t play an important role in
enterprise’s development. The functions that audits should have can’t be
given full play. However, with the perfecting of auditing standards.
China’s auditing business will certainly get an effective development,
thus guaranteeing the sound development of enterprise’s economy and
improving the competitiveness in the world.
3.Promote the convergence between China’s CPA auditing
standard and International Standards on Auditing from different aspects.
3.1 Pay attention to Chinese characteristic and make the auditing
standards be consistent with China’s national conditions
The formulation of China’s CPA auditing standard is greatly
taken the experience and methods of international standards on auditing
for references. During the process of making standards, the public have a
low degree of participation. Moreover, there are few considerations about
China’s national situation and CPA’s special requirements. Because of the
different social systems, cultural backgrounds, working environment and
the public’s different understanding degrees to CPA, China’s auditing
standards should both have convergence with international standards and
start from China’s national conditions, thus will become integrated into
the global and maintain Chinese characteristics. In consideration of
national conditions, China’s standards can’t be totally converged with the
international standards. However. We should achieve the following
aspects: During the convergence process with international standards on
auditing, we should maintain the parts with Chinese characteristics and
the parts which are suitable for China’s national conditions under the
precondition of not causing international inventors’ wrong understandings
towards the auditing reports. Furthermore, on this basis, the standards for
China’s auditing reports should be further developed and innovated.
3.2 The whole CPA industry should have a higher identity
towards the new auditing standards.
The selection, cultivation and follow-up education of CPA
should be vigorously enhanced. Especially the CPA’s professional level
and professional ethics should be paid high attention, thus can effectively
implement the standards and improve auditing quality. The related
government sectors and industry associations should organize experts to
make researches and do some publicity, thus making the auditing
standards enjoy a popular support and making every subject of market
economy identify and accept the auditing standards. Meanwhile, experts
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should be organized to make researches on the skills and methods of
standards’ applications. The accounting firms should provide specific
training for the personnel of different levels, thus improving CPA’s
comprehensive qualities.
3.3 The auditing standard about “special circumstances” should
be specifically defined.
Which circumstances belong to the regulated “special
circumstances” in standards should be clearly pointed out. The
enumeration method can be adopted and the method of generalization can
also be adopted as well. (Namely point out the corresponding conditions
and property of “special circumstances”) Or the combination of these two
methods can be adopted.
3.4 Perfect the audit quality control
The 7-level quality control system should be further improved.
On one hand, the stipulation for the chief auditors is missed in 7-level
quality control system, so the chief auditor’s responsibilities and
confirmation of responsibility should be added in the standard; on the
other hand, in 7-level quality control system, the responsibilities and
confirmation of responsibility for each level are too burdensome. There
are also some repetitions. It is suggested to make suitable modifications
for some points, thus the personnel of each level and the post division will
be more explicit and the responsibilities will be clear.
3.5 About the auditing independence
Independence is the soul of auditors. Keeping independent seems
very important for auditors. The more specific and systematical
stipulations about auditors’ independence should be made in the standard.
For example, the circumstances which will harm auditors’ independence
should be clearly pointed out; when auditors’ independence is harmed,
whether the corresponding measures can be adopted for remediation;
When the harms can be remedied, which measures can be adopted; when
the harms can’ t be remedied by taking measures, what can the auditors
do. Such kind of cases should be made specific and clear stipulations in
the standard. In addition, as for the auditors who break the auditing
independence to implement the audit work and harm the auditing quality
should be given certain punishments.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to identify those areas of
improving the bank lending conditions that could contribute to economic
development. In this regard, for each of the bank lending conditions (the
purpose of obtaining a loan, loan interest, loan term, requirements for
collateral and others), it is analyzed from the point of view of the
possibility of its optimization. It is concluded that it is necessary to
develop characteristics and technologies for the provision of proposed
loans that would reflect the balance of interests of the bank, the borrower
and society as a whole, as well as the advisability of creating
macroeconomic conditions for the formation of such parameters of credit
services.
Keywords: credit, bank, economy, bank lending conditions,
borrower.
The banking sector is the most important an industry and a
section of the economy, the key mechanism for maintaining the balanced
development of the national economy. At the same time, to fulfill this role
effectively in the banking sector is possible only if certain parameters are
observed. These parameters can have both quantitative and qualitative
characteristics. Among the first are the values of indicators that are
traditionally set as targets in the framework of long-term concepts of
socio-economic development of the state, directions of development of
the financial market and banking sector, and other similar strategic
documents. Such indicators are the indicator of the ratio of bank lending
to the gross domestic product, the share of bank loans in financing
investment in fixed assets and others. However, the role of the banking
sector in economic development is expressed not only through single
quantitative indicators. Qualitative integrated characteristics include bank
lending conditions, since not a separate value of each of the lending
conditions, but an aggregate assessment of their compliance with the
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general needs of borrowers and the regulator, their tendency to tighten or
soften, allows us to conclude about possible positive or negative
consequences for National economy. In this regard, the aim of this study
was to identify those areas of improving the conditions of bank lending
that could contribute to economic development.
The bank lending can have both positive and negative
consequences for the economy; this is already a proven fact. The original
purpose of the loan has a positive side, because it is used to develop or to
maintain the existing standard of living and the state of production.
However, illiterate handling of credit can lead to losses for the lender and
the borrower [1]. Thus, ideally, each bank loan issued and the technology
for providing it should meet such requirements that will ensure positive
results not only from the creditor bank, but also from the borrower and
society as a whole.
In this regard, we note that the most important characteristic of
any loan is the purpose of obtaining it, which at the same time acts as a
key criterion for the classification of bank loans, in accordance with
which loans are allocated for consumer purposes and production needs.
The first group is intended mainly for the population, the second - for
enterprises. It would seem that both those and other loans should
ultimately play a catalytic role to increase the production of goods and
services. At the same time, in the lending process, the boundaries of
lending must be observed, taking into account the patterns of development
of the credit sector [2]. Thus, the relatively high rate of lending to the
population compared to lending to the real sector of the economy, which
are often observed in Russia, when real incomes fall, are fraught with
high credit risks and devastating consequences for the banking system and
the economy as a whole [3]. It follows that the objectives of the loans
issued should as much as possible meet the current needs of the economy,
take into account the crisis, the growing risks in a particular lending
segment, and a balanced combination should be realized between the
provision of credit services for the population and for enterprises. And if
central banks can influence this process by appropriate standards that
stimulate, for example, lending to the real sector of the economy and
hamper the development of inappropriate consumer lending, then at the
level of each individual bank the introduction of such an approach
requires even more detail in the applied lending tactics in order to prevent
unreasonable “ bias ”of the loan portfolio towards a risky group of
borrowers. In turn, if the bank specializes exclusively in the retail
business, then in this case it should consider the appropriateness of this
approach to business and ensure the possibility of diversification of the
provided credit services.
The most important condition for bank lending is the loan
interest, the value of which affects the level of demand for credit from
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borrowers. The establishment of high interest credit rates in Russia in the
period 2014-2015, exceeding the level of profitability of enterprises, made
investment loans for most of them non-performing loan, which led to a
general decrease in the volume of investment loans and, possibly, became
one of the factors of the slowdown of socio-economic growth in the postcrisis period, since the optimal interest rate on investment loans,
according to experts, should be considered a value equal to 5-6% per
annum [4]. Ensuring compliance with this requirement still remains an
urgent task, given that even the Bank of Russia key rate for the period
2018 - March 2020 did not fall below 6%, and credit organizations, as a
rule, set even higher loan interest rates.
The next parameter - the loan term is also important to establish
in relation to the interests of the borrower. Despite the fact that short-term
loans are traditionally considered less risky for creditor banks, to develop
the implementation of investment projects, it is necessary to ensure the
formation of investment loan terms corresponding to the payback periods
of these projects [5]. Similarly, loan amounts, methods of issuing a loan,
repayment schedule, terms for early and deferred repayment of debt
should be established in accordance with the needs of borrowers and the
nature of the loan transaction.
Collateral requirements occupy a special place in lending terms,
since, on the one hand, the availability of a reliable method of collateral
minimizes the credit risks of the creditor bank, and, on the other hand, can
lead to insufficient attention of the bank to other aspects of the credit
transaction, and, in in particular, to the analysis of the creditworthiness of
such borrowers. And, on the contrary, the lack of collateral of this kind
often entails the refusal of lending or the establishment of rather stringent
additional lending conditions, which is not always justified. In this regard,
in our opinion, the security for the loan should correspond to the content
of the loan transaction, be directly related to it. For example, when
investing in loans, it is advisable to demand a pledge of real estate under
construction at the expense of resources raised from the bank, and not of
those real estate objects that were created or are available as a result of
previous activities of the enterprise and not related to the current credit
transaction. Very important here are such forms of provision as
guarantees and guarantees of support funds created with state
participation and aimed at the development of specific areas of lending or
segments of borrowers. A positive role in the development of the
construction industry and in protecting the rights of citizens planning to
buy a home should be played by bank lending to developers, in which the
funds in escrow accounts will act as a kind of collateral for such loans.
Of course, some banks are willing to provide credit services that
meet the needs of the economy, but may not always be able to implement
this approach in connection with the action of various kinds of objective
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factors. For this reason, at different time periods, banks tighten or soften
lending conditions (Fig. 1). Thus, the formation of bank lending
conditions that can promote or impede economic growth is influenced not
only by legislative norms, general economic factors and monetary policy,
in particular, but also by other factors, among which the level of
competition is of no small importance. In this regard, we note that a high
level of concentration, which determines the dominant position of banks
with state participation, entails a deterioration in the competitive
environment [6]. This trend, among other things, may determine the
supply of credit services that do not fully meet the needs of borrowers.

Fig.1. Indices of lending conditions, percentage points [7]
At the same time, along with specific lending conditions, an
efficiently organized lending process allows to increase the role of bank
lending in the innovative development of the economy, at which at each
stage a search is made for compromise solutions in which the credit risks
of the bank are minimized and interests are taken into account borrowers,
and ensures the achievement of national goals. The basis of this approach
can be integrated management of the quality of banking services [8]. In
addition to internal transformations, banks must create well-functioning
mechanisms of interaction with the state and enterprises. In some regions
of Russia, there is some experience of such interaction when innovative
projects receive financial and methodological support of bank lending by
authorities. Such experience needs to be extended to more regions.
Thus, the optimization of bank lending should be aimed at
ensuring the positive role of bank lending in the development of the
national economy. To do this, it is necessary to stimulate the development
of types of bank lending that promote expanded reproduction in the real
sector of the economy; develop characteristics and technologies for the
provision of proposed loans that would reflect the balance of interests of
the bank, the borrower and society as a whole, as well as create
macroeconomic conditions for the formation of such parameters of credit
services.
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The results of the study can be applied both in the activities of
banks in the formation and implementation of strategies and tactics in the
field of lending, and in the work of monetary authorities in the
development and achievement of targets for the development of the
banking sector.
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Abstract
Relevance. The subject area of the article is to ensure the
sustainable development of the scientific and educational center on the
basis of effective management of its life cycle using the project
information system in the conditions of instability and globalization of the
economy. Typical problems related to the need to make effective
decisions regarding the management of project time, cost, and progress
are formulated.
The goals are defined and priorities are clarified: at the moment
information support issues are becoming more important in making
management decisions, for analyzing the strategic aspects of the scientific
and educational center, evaluating the prospects for the development of
the scientific and technological market in General and identifying
innovative enterprises in particular.
It is argued that the project managers need to use information
technologies that allow them to get timely information on current issues,
depending on the level and strategic nature of the formed management
decisions.
Keywords: scientific and education center, information system,
management decisions at the planning stage
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Introduction
In today's digital society, the level of information technology
penetration contributes to the accelerated development of most industries,
bringing business to the international level and transforming the
traditional industry into a high-tech one. To achieve the goals of the
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation of May 7, 2018 No. 204
"On the national goals and strategic objectives development of the
Russian Federation for the period up to 2024" five pilot research and
educational centers were created and successfully implemented their
activities and one of their tasks have an increase in domestic expenditures
on research and development by all sources compared to growth in gross
domestic product of the country as well as getting a socio-economic
effect-increasing the status of Russian science. To solve this task, the
research and education center needs information about the current state of
research and development in this area and options for its solution.
Information technologies, which can be used in project activities
and considered as an organized set of targeted actions related to solving
problems and assuming the presence of certain tasks, methods and
resources, help in the process of developing management decisions. The
Central place in any activity is occupied by the purpose and the reason
that served as the basis for its launch.
Table 1-Goals and functions of the scientific and educational
center management at the stage of planning its activities

Source: compiled by the authors
The scientific and educational center as a project goes through
certain phases in its development. In each project, you can select the
initial stage, the stage of project implementation, and the stage of project
completion. Planning is carried out throughout the entire project
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implementation period, and a preliminary plan is developed at the
beginning of the project life cycle. The concept of the life cycle, which is
formed at the stage of project planning, is one of the most important in
project management, since this stage determines the tasks and actions,
methods and tools used. The real need for the use of information
technology occurs at the planning stage of the project. It is the planning
phase that requires awareness of the need for an information system,
formulation of requirements, system design, coding and testing.
Main part
Information support of the scientific and educational center can
be divided into two parts:
a) information base of the project results: creating an ecosystem
for research and development of companies, innovation infrastructure,
technology transfer, ensuring intellectual property protection, forming a
conceptual information system of REC, introducing new mechanisms for
cooperation between science, education and business, improving the
research base and educational infrastructure. The most adequate
information base for the results is the system of dynamic standards.
b) information base for protecting the project's interests. To
create a system of such protection, it is necessary to determine what is the
benefit of decisions aimed at protecting a particular interest, namely: what
level of research should be conducted? What effect and what changes will
result from ecosystem development and implementation? What new
industry will emerge after the cooperation of science, education and
business, or the development of innovative infrastructure? How high is
the level of biological safety of humans, animals and plants?
The issues listed above are only a small part of the scale of issues
that are being addressed at the level of REC, but the implementation of
these issues requires serious, high-quality and up-to-date information.
Information support of the scientific and educational center is
necessary first of all to solve two main tasks:
1) the obtaining of information that would make it possible to
present the external environment of the scientific and educational center
in the most reliable and understandable form, allowing you to determine
the strategically important areas of activity of the REC and assess their
prospects for development.
2) getting information about internal variables in the process of
implementing REC activities in order to correct decisions already made
and implemented.
Information support should include all the necessary information
on the basis of which decisions will be made on certain goals. The process
of working with information consists of several stages, in which the
information necessary for decision-making in the development and
implementation of REC passes through information filters.
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Filter

Table 2- The Process of working with information
Analysis models
Processing method

First

Preliminary
construction of the
head action model

impact analysis, cross-analysis,
deductive analysis (estimation of a
new range), analysis of the balance
of power of interested groups
development of project goals and
strategies

Second

mental model of
success of actions

Third

"personal" models
of the Manager

Fourth

internal
management
hierarchy
Source: compiled by the authors

the Manager's own experience, way
of thinking and approach to
working with the received data
reorganizing the system according
to the selected strategy

The first information filter is the external environment of the
scientific and educational center itself, which provides information about
the possible development of factors and subjects of the external
environment. The second information filter is understood as a mental
model of success of actions, when the information is received directly to
the Manager and the process of developing goals and strategic tasks
actually begins. We believe that this activity belongs to the strategic level
of management of the scientific and educational center. The third filter
includes "personal" models based on the experience of the decisionmaker. This filter does not have an unambiguous positive value, because
if the external environment undergoes discrete changes, the old "personal"
model loses all the meaning and becomes an obstacle to solving problems.
Therefore, the REC project Manager must have the type of thinking that
will allow him to respond to the future changes in the environment. The
fourth filter is the internal control hierarchy or power and compliance
filter. In addition to the third filter, "mobile Manager thinking" it is
necessary to include organizational culture, since its lack of development
will also ignore obvious changes in the external environment and cause a
response.
All the various information technologies currently available that
make it possible to carry out daily project activities most effectively can
be divided into two categories:
1. Personal information Manager (organizer);
2. The information project managers (schedulers).
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The first category includes programs designed primarily for
planning daily work hours, scheduling business meetings, storing contacts
(addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail), organizing and searching for
various information. Among the most popular software products in this
category should be named, of course, Microsoft Outlook. However, this
program is not the only one. Today, there are many different programs
that are not inferior to Microsoft Outlook, and sometimes even surpass it
in functionality.
The all-in-1 Personal Information Manager (A-PIM) is a tool for
generating information, integrating it, and creatively processing input
data. All-in-1 is an ergonomic organizer for managing personal
information, but at the stage of planning and development of any project,
there are enough contacts to work with later, so this tool allows you to
integrate various types of information in the most convenient way: tasks,
events, new contacts, joint projects, hyperlinks to files and web resources.
At the stage of development and planning of activity
development of the scientific and educational center there are a large
number of tasks, therefore, it is crucial to implement a number of
measures for making these decisions. Therefore, personal information
managers will help you not to lose sight of anything and provide an
opportunity to see multitasking in a certain time period. Other software
products besides the All-in-1 information Manager are worth noting:
3Day Organizer Pro, ActiveDiary, AnyTime Organizer, AskSam, Easy
Organizer, EzOutliner, and Organization. These personal information
managers act as an electronic organizer that allows daily planning,
recording of new contacts and notes and has an obvious advantage in the
amount of memory for entering and recording important information.
Let's focus on computer programs that provide significant
support for project planning, monitoring their implementation, and
efficient use of resources. Thus, the project information managers are:
AAC Fast track Schedule, LUQS LPM, MindMapper, MindManager,
Microsoft Project, 3Z Project Tracker, TeamAgenda and TimeTool for
Windows, which provide information about the project in the form of a
project map and the ability to simultaneously work on one project over
the network to all project participants.
We believe the scientific-educational centre with multifaceted
activities in its planning, is to use a software package Microsoft Office
Project is the work plan formulation, monitoring task execution stages of
the plan. Microsoft Office Project combines a family of programs such as:
Microsoft Office Project Standard (for managing projects by a single
Manager), Microsoft Office Project Professional (for corporate project
management), Microsoft Office Project Server (for joint project
development in the enterprise internal network and generating reports)
and Microsoft Office Project Web Access (a web interface designed to
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work with Project 2003 Server). When a project goal is reached, after
creating a list of tasks, you need to identify the resources needed to
complete each task. Microsoft Project considers two types of resources:
labor (people and equipment that take time to complete a task) and
material (materials that need to be spent to complete a task). Defining and
assigning resources allows you to record deviations from the plan and
identify reasons for not achieving the goal.
Conclusion
As we can see, the digitization of the economy and the increasing
importance of information technologies has led to the major changes in
the field of management. The scientific and educational center is a
separate project, where the development of solutions is carried out by a
team of managers using information technologies. Currently, no computer
program can fully replace the Manager. Nevertheless, information
technologies can become an effective assistant that forms a single
information space of the project and creates a fruitful interaction of its
participants.
Modern information products can have a significant impact on
the project implementation process, and on the success of all work within
the project. The success of this approach is that the development of
management decisions of the Scientific and educational center at the stage
of planning its activities is based on data obtained as a result of computer
processing, and the solutions are modeled and formed in the course of the
project team using digital technologies.
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Abstract
Remote work covers all the larger areas of human activity in
connection with the current situation in the world. Its implementation
causes difficulties in the education system, namely in the framework of
the interaction of the teacher and students in the study of applied sciences.
The paper considers the problem of implementing remote work with
students of a pedagogical university and ways to overcome it when
studying applied sciences.
Keywords: distance learning mode, media, applied sciences,
students, teachers of pedagogical university.
Today, many habitual actions in society are becoming
inaccessible: there is a reorganization in leisure, labor, production and
other types of human activities. Thus, all spheres of life in modern society
have changed (scientific, environmental, medical, economic, etc.), but a
more significant transformation has occurred in the educational. The
organization of the learning process is currently carried out in new
formats of remote mode. It involves the organization of educational
activities in the functioning of the electronic educational information
environment [1]. Distance learning mode can be implemented as partial
distance learning or full. In this work, we consider full distance learning,
since the current state of the problem of self-isolation of citizens plays an
important role in overcoming the epidemic. We also believe that the
implementation of educational programs using e-learning and distance
learning technologies can be carried out using media, they are a way of
using information and telecommunication networks in the indirect
interaction of students and teachers [2]. By media we mean the means of
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transforming educational information and indirect interaction with
participants in the educational process. The implementation of the remote
learning mode just offers the mediated communication of the teacher and
students with the help of certain programs, social networks, email, special
tools, etc. The features of such an interaction will be considered in this
paper. The category of students, which is particularly difficult for the
implementation of distance learning, is students of pedagogical
universities. This is due to the fact that distance learning goes beyond the
framework of continuing education courses or retraining, and today it is
generally being introduced in the primary and secondary levels of
educational institutions [3]. In addition, in the distance learning mode,
future teachers must demonstrate the ability and possession of the
competencies of future professional activity formed within the framework
of the discipline under study. Therefore, firstly, it is important to train
students in the implementation of distance learning in the implementation
of professional pedagogical activities, and secondly, to build teaching in
such a way as to start the mechanisms of the practice-oriented activity of
the future teacher, to implement an individual approach and to form
competencies in the discipline being studied [4]. Competent interaction
between the teacher and students in the study of basic sciences in remote
mode can be implemented in the form of a sequence of technological
cycles (preparatory, educational, final) [5], since the tasks of these
sciences do not include the practical implementation of knowledge. But
applied sciences have a number of features that make it difficult to
implement them remotely. One of them is that two processes must be
implemented simultaneously in the learning process: the teacher teaches
the student theoretical knowledge, for example, in the field of
methodology, transforming and transforming his consciousness, at the
same time, the future teacher must demonstrate their application in the
practice of teaching, improving teaching methodology [6]. In order to
offer options for studying applied sciences in the context of modern
realities, we consider options for remote work with students of a
pedagogical university on the example of the discipline "Methods of
teaching the Russian language and literature in elementary school." This
is a science about the content, principles, methods and techniques of
teaching the Russian language, about the ways and conditions for students
to acquire knowledge of the Russian language, etc., therefore, it is
applied. So, the possible options for studying discipline in the remote
mode:
1. Lecture classes can be held using various services on which
you can make voice or video calls in real time. In the absence of this
opportunity, we propose to post lecture materials on modular, cloud and
other platforms with feedback in the form of comments, questions,
clarifications from students leaving them on this platform. If the platform
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structure does not allow this, then the teacher can organize advisory work
via e-mail or social networks.
2. Within the framework of practical and laboratory studies
related to the design, playback, analysis of fragments of lessons in
literacy, the Russian language or literary reading, we propose to break
down their content into educational situations. The work can be organized
through videoconferencing, where participants act as primary
schoolchildren and teachers. In the absence of this opportunity, we
suggest placing detailed material for the content of a practical or
laboratory lesson, in which we give students clear instructions on the
content of a fragment of a particular type of lesson (literacy, Russian
language and literary reading). Students should develop this fragment by
including the content of the activities of the teacher and primary school
students (working with exercises at the stage of updating knowledge,
sample questions and answers as part of goal setting, analysis of language
material, etc.). Students send the completed task for examination to the
teacher or himself or herself act as a reviewer. They can share the
completed task by e-mail or in social networks, then analyze fragments of
each other, offer more effective options for working within a particular
stage of the lesson, assignment, form of educational activity, etc. After
mutual verification, the students send the final option to teacher email.
Such work allows students of the pedagogical university to develop the
content of the lesson, as well as become a methodologist, objectively
analyzing the pros and cons of the lesson of another future teacher,
thereby demonstrating their knowledge and skills in the discipline
"Methods of teaching the Russian language and literature in primary
school." So, the changes taking place in the world, and in the education
system in particular, dictate to its participants new requirements for the
organization of the learning process, which differ significantly from the
traditional one. The transition of education to the remote mode is not an
obstacle for students of the pedagogical university to study applied
sciences, if the teacher competently builds a system of correlation of
theoretical knowledge and practice-oriented actions within the framework
of the studied discipline. He should understand that despite the difficulties
that face him, it is important to organize the study of the discipline as
fully as possible so that students do not experience difficulties in future
professional pedagogical activity.
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Abstract
The article considers the current state of the problem of
professional education in the field of combating the laundering of
criminal proceeds and the financing of terrorism, Russian financial market
for the legalization (laundering) of proceeds from crime, and analyzes
methods for countering the laundering of criminal money in various
segments of the financial market. Measures are proposed that, according
to the authors, should contribute to the elimination of the considered
phenomena.
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Given the continuing threat of terrorist acts, the heads of
educational institutions and education personnel that deal with issues of
anti-terrorist security problems arise of ensuring the security of students,
employees, buildings and structures, property located on the territory of
educational institution. The actions of managers in the event of direct
terrorist threats to students and employees should be carefully planned
and worked out. The definition and characterization of terrorist threats is
of great practical importance, since the anti-terrorist protection of objects
(territories) must be adequate to the threats. The correct understanding of
potential and actual terrorist threats largely determines the effectiveness
of the entire system of protection measures.
In the Strategy for countering extremism in the Russian
Federation, one of the main directions of state policy is:
* conducting preventive work;
*ensuring that employees are trained and receive additional
professional education in accordance with standard training programs
approved in accordance with the established procedure;
* improving the professional level of teaching staff, developing
and implementing new educational standards and teaching methods aimed
at countering extremism.
Training of managers and employees in countering terrorism and
extremism should be accompanied by consideration of the following
issues:
* study of the main documents and legal acts of counteraction to
terrorism and extremism;
•international terrorism;
•state strategy and system for countering terrorism in the Russian
Federation;
•the role of mass media in countering terrorism and extremism;
•ensuring anti-terrorist security;
•actions of heads and employees of educational institutions to
organize and implement measures to counter terrorism and extremism;
* ideology of terrorism and "youth" extremism;
* prevention of terrorism and extremism among young people;
* development of a security passport, a passport of anti-terrorist
protection of the object, and other documents and instructions;
•the procedure for warning of danger and informing the
population in places of mass congestion;
•first aid measures for victims of a terrorist act;
* the procedure for providing emergency psychological
assistance to victims of a terrorist act:
•procedures for dealing with the threat of terrorist acts, etc.
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Representatives of law enforcement agencies take an active part
in conducting classes, acquaint students with the situation developing in
the regions.
It is also necessary to develop methodological recommendations
for the heads of educational organizations on actions when establishing
levels of terrorist danger and when there are direct terrorist threats to
students and employees.
As part of the promotion of knowledge in the field of countering
terrorism and extremism, materials are published in the mass media, in
textbooks, in collections of scientific conferences, and memos and posters
are produced for the public.
As part of the methodological recommendations of the forum, it
is recommended to familiarize yourself with professional development
programs, and adapt or borrow methods to improve the skills of
employees of educational institutions.
A special focus in the organization of work to counter the
ideology of terrorism and extremism should be given to teaching staff and
specialists responsible for direct education.
In addition, it is necessary to develop advanced training courses
on the topic: "Organization of preventive measures to counter terrorism
and extremism in an educational institution", the main task of which will
be as follows:
– training of personnel in the field of national security in the
youth environment. In 2018, advanced training courses for teachers of
General education institutions and higher educational institutions were
opened in order to improve professional competencies in the field of
organizing preventive measures to counter terrorism and extremism in an
educational institution in accordance with the professional standard of a
teacher.
The professional development program "Organization of
preventive measures to counter terrorism and extremism in an educational
institution" may include the following sections:
1. " Legal framework for countering extremism and terrorism»;
2. "system of preventive measures to counter terrorism and
extremism in General education and higher education institutions»;
3. "Identification and targeted work with children affected by the
ideology of extremism and terrorism".
During the classes, special attention is paid to practical
recommendations for identifying children who have fallen under the
influence of illegal ideologies, and targeted work with them. During
practical training, students acquire skills in drawing up work plans,
conducting preventive measures to counter the ideology of terrorism and
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extremism. In the course of training, a number of test tests are conducted
to test and consolidate the existing and obtained knowledge.
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Abstract
The article discusses the most pressing problems of the content
and quality of education today. The processes of modernization and
informatization, in the framework of which professional education is
carried out, are given great attention. The learning process at the
university is associated with information and communication
technologies. Information and communication technologies stimulate the
formation of professional and personal qualities of students, expand their
worldview potential.
The authors present an analysis of the scientific literature of
pedagogical technologies, which is based on the principles of
informatization and communicative literacy. Definitions are given to the
categories “informatization” and “communicative competence”. The
paper describes the results of testing the methodology for the
development of communicative competence of students of a technical
university through information and communication technologies. The
proposed methodology is based on the use of information technology and
communication systems, in the process of solving gradually complicated
communicative tasks. During the experimental activity, it is noted that it
is necessary to take into account the individual characteristics of students
(the formation of the motivational sphere, the experience of
communication, the possession of information and communication
technologies, etc.) to provide differentiated assistance, support, feedback.
Keywords: processes of informatization and modernization,
information, communication.
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Introduction
The rapid development of information technologies and
communication systems in the global world, as well as social and
economic transformations, thanks to which the industrial production
society has turned into a society of science and information, have changed
the structure of the international labor market and present new
requirements for the competence and qualification of personnel [2]. As a
result of these changes, higher education plays an important role and
becomes the key to successful self-realization of a person in modern
society.
The professional training of future specialists today isn’t possible
without the use of information and communication technologies. The
modern competitive specialist should have theoretical knowledge,
practical skills and experience working in the profession, and ability
(competence) in specific life situations when solving professional
problems [8]. Along with this, an important quality is the ability to
correctly “teach yourself” in the work collective, to establish the
necessary communications with business partners and people around,
Therefore, in the process of university training of specialists in
professional activities, it is necessary to form communicative competence
as a factor in future personal success. Insufficient preparation of a person
in communication can cause difficulties in business communication with
others, impede his career growth. Particular attention should be paid to the
formation of the communicative competence of students of technical
specialties, since technical subjects prevail in educational disciplines.
Many graduates have difficulties in establishing interpersonal and
business contacts, lack of knowledge, lack of ethical standards, lack of
interest in communication and interaction, desire for dialogue and
discussions, speaking skills in front of a large audience. Many researchers
note that a graduate of a technical university is characterized by a weak
culture of speech, which serves as an obstacle to the development of their
business and professional activities. Thus, the importance and relevance
of research on the development of communicative competence of students
of technical universities using information technology is emphasized.
Methodology and research methods
When analyzing the problems of communicative competence of
students of technical universities, we used the basis of the competencybased approach to modernization in education. This approach allowed us
to study the problem under study as part of a holistic process of
professional development and personality formation. The methodological
basis was the activity approach, which determined the activity basis of the
process of developing communicative competence [11]. The synergetic
approach also became fundamental in the study and determined the
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understanding of the studied pedagogical process from the position of
nonlinear development.
In this work, we relied on the principle of systemicity, which
allowed us to consider communicative competence as a systemic
phenomenon that has its own specificity and structure.
The research methods were: analysis, synthesis, comparison,
generalization, systematization, observation, and experiment.
A theoretical analysis showed that in modern society there is a
tendency to a decrease in the communication culture, which is most acute
in young people. The process of developing positive communicative
behavior of students is a complex and multifactorial problem that requires
an integrated approach in the educational and educational activities of the
university. Despite the objective request of the society in the formation
and development of competence in the communication of future
specialists, the information technology capabilities of computer
technologies are mainly used in professional technical education, and
little attention is paid to their communication potential [10].
Given the fact that all educational activities of students are based
on the use of information and communication technologies, we have
developed and tested a methodology for the formation of communicative
competence using ICT.
Research results and discussion
Today, professional education is developing in the context of two
significant processes: informatization and modernization.
The modern picture of the world will be one-sided and
incomplete if it is considered without involving the general scientific
category of “information”. Currently, the social, economic, labor
activities of an individual are becoming more complicated, due to a sharp
increase in the amount of necessary knowledge for their implementation.
That is why a lack of information, information search skills, processing
and critical analysis can be a big obstacle to social and scientifictechnological progress. Thus, informatization of education is a
prerequisite for creating the intellectual base of post-industrial society.
To determine the essence of the process of informatization of
education, we give the definition of A.D. Ursul: “informatization is a
system-active process of mastering information as a management and
development resource using informatics in order to create an information
society for further continuation of the progress of civilization [9]. The
goal of informatization is the global rationalization of intellectual activity
through the use of new information technologies, a significant increase in
the efficiency and quality of training specialists with an innovative type of
thinking that meets the requirements of a post-industrial society, and the
formation of a new information culture”.
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Today, the following can be distinguished as the tasks of
informatization of education: improving the quality of training of future
specialists based on the use of active teaching methods and ICT in the
learning process; attention to the creative and intellectual components of
educational activity; integration of various types of educational activities
(educational, extracurricular and research); adaptation of information and
communication technologies to the individual characteristics of students;
the creation of technologies that enhance the mental activity of students
and increase their motivation; ensuring continuity and continuity in the
educational process; development of distance learning technologies;
improvement of the software and methodological support of the
educational process; the introduction of information technology training
in the process of special training of specialists of various profiles.
Currently, in the field of vocational education, there is a
tendency to actively use information and communication technologies
(ICT). The analysis of the semantic load of this concept made it possible
to single out the following definition: ICT - “a set of methods, production
processes and software and hardware integrated into a technological chain
that provides for the collection, processing, storage, distribution and
display of information in order to reduce the complexity of the processes
of using an information resource, as well as increasing their reliability and
efficiency ”[1].
The means of information and communication technologies
include: computers and their components, software, pagers, radio stations,
virtual reality systems, etc. They contribute to solving the problems of
intensification of all levels of the educational process, multidimensional
development of students, preparing university graduates for life in the
information society , the implementation of social order, due to the
processes of informatization of modern society.
Undoubtedly, the main condition for the informatization of
education is the use of information and communication technologies. The
modern pedagogical researchers studying the problem of introducing
these technologies into education (V.V. Anisimova, A. Akhayan, T.V.
Kudryavtseva, T.N. Noskova, V.M. Monakhova, and O.N. Shilova) note
that the use of ICT entails a change in the entire educational process,
proceeding in two main directions: changes in the spatial and temporal
organization of education, as well as a change in the nature of
communication of all subjects of educational activity.
In order to increase the communicative competence of students,
we have developed and tested a method for the formation of
communicative competence of students of a technical university based on
information and communication technologies.
The methodology used in the study of students communicative
competence formation using information and communication
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technologies is based on the psychological, pedagogical and linguistic
interpretations of communicative competence.
An analysis of the term “communicative competence” allowed us
to identify some of the most capacious definitions. A.N. Leontiev by
communicative competence understands “the totality of communicative
knowledge and skills, such as: possession of social perception,“ reading in
the face ”, understanding, and not just seeing by the external signs of the
psychic state and properties of the interlocutor, the ability to“ properly
submit oneself ”in communication with colleagues and competently build
your speech in a psychological sense, that is, the ability of verbal and nonverbal contact with others [11]. L.A. Petrovskaya considers
communicative competence as "the ability to establish and maintain the
necessary contacts with other people." Yu.N. Emelyanov under
communicative competence refers to the ability to communicate, that is,
the ability of a person to communicate verbally, non-verbally and silently
[3]. A number of educational researchers give the following definition to
this concept: “communicative competence is an integrative ability to
interact with other people at the level of one’s training, development and
upbringing, based on personal humanistic properties (empathy,
sociability, sincerity, tact, reflection, etc.). .) and taking into account the
communicative capabilities of the interlocutor ”[4].
Summarizing the above, it can be said that most researchers
consider communicative competence as “an integrative quality of a
person, in which a combination of social, psychological and linguistic
components is found that is the result of psychological and pedagogical
interaction of students and teachers in a personality-oriented educational
environment aimed at the implementation of effective models of
interpersonal and business communication, the construction of individual
personality programs Foot development based on the principles of
humanistic culture and morality. [11]
Indicators of the formation of communicative competence are:
mastery of the ability to analyze the communicative situation, methods of
goal setting and planning of communicative activity; possession of
various types of speech activity (writing, reading, listening, speaking), use
of the full amount of expressive means of speech utterance; possession of
interpersonal and business interaction skills, the ability to correctly
interpret the received written and oral information; the ability to selfreflection and objective assessment of one's own communicative activity
and behavior in situations of communicative interaction,
When developing the methodology, the components of
communicative competence, basic and special, were taken into account.
The formation of these components takes place throughout the entire
period of vocational training at a university, while for the development of
a special component of communicative competence, not only practical
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activity is necessary in the conditions of mediated communication, but
also special training is the formation of special skills for the
implementation of techno-mediated communication.
The concept of the formation of communicative competence of
students T.N. Noskova and O.V. Yakovleva is the basis of our
methodology. The main idea of the concept is to solve by students the
increasingly complex communicative problems that arise in the process of
laboring with the help of ICT [6].
The main activities of students in the study:
1. Work with information (students were faced with the task of
using various information sources - print media, electronic resources, a
database to find information about a given phenomenon, analyze it and
present it as an oral message or in writing (in the form of text, diagrams,
tables , diagrams, figure.) For the transmission and exchange of
information it is necessary to use telecommunication technologies and email [7].
2. Joint activities of students, involving the formation of
motivation for interaction, planning and control (to achieve the goals and
objectives, the student needs to enter into a communicative act with other
students, exchange information or resources available to him for their
accumulation and multiplication).
3. Taking into account the psychological component, which
involves the impact on the emotional and personal sphere of a person, as
well as the perception of his emotional state and adequate response to it
(examples include the manifestation of such qualities and personality
traits as empathy, mutual understanding, constructiveness, observation).
A gradual increase in the level of complexity of tasks in
experimental activity was carried out in terms of the forms of
communication, the difficulties of the communicative task and the
possibilities of its independent solution [7].
The study was based on the Polytechnic Institute (branch) of the
North-Eastern Federal University named after M.K. Ammosov in Mirny,
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). The experiments were attended by 50
students of 1-4 courses of the training direction: 03.21.01 - “Oil and Gas
Business”.
The initial stage involved the students' individual work on
solving the tasks of the information plan with the predominance of
monological forms of communication.
Here are examples of assignments and the degree to which they
are completed by students:
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№

Task

1
2

Microsoft Word Resume Writing
Self-presentation (creating presentations in
Microsoft Excel and protecting it)
Creation of a multimedia computer presentation
of an educational nature (the theme of the
presentations is related to the discipline
“Communication Psychology”)
Creating photo collages on a given topic using
various programs and protecting them
Design of an advertising booklet of an
educational institution or educational services

3

4
5

Table 1
Completed
(%)
100
100
100

94
82

In table 1, we see that all students completed the first three tasks
(100%). However, as tasks become more complicated, the percentage of
completion decreases. This circumstance can be explained by the fact that
5 students dropped out of the experiment for a good reason of a personal
nature, and 4 students simply did not have enough time to complete the
tasks.
A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the work performed
showed that, in general, students have a good command of MS Office
(Word, Excel, Power Point, Access, WordPad) and graphic editors
(CorelDRAW, Picture Manager, etc.). Therefore, the technical side of the
process did not cause serious problems. Basically, difficulties arose of a
communicative nature (lack of vocabulary, inability to express correctly
in one’s thoughts, insecurity when speaking in public, etc.).
At this stage of the experiment, the role of the research teacher
was: in the selection and formulation of tasks, explaining the requirements
for their implementation, providing information and technical support to
students in solving them, as well as monitoring the implementation of the
work and evaluating the results. Great attention was paid to the formation
of psychological attitudes and educational and cognitive motivation of
students to solve problems. Students experiencing difficulties in using
information and communication technology tools were provided with the
most detailed assistance of an appropriate nature.
Thus, 45 students began the next phase of the study of 50
students (in the future, we will consider the number of 45 students as
100%).
The second stage of the experiment is characterized by a
transition from solving problems of the information plan to tasks of a
predominantly interactive plan.
Depending on the assignment, the groups were divided into pairs
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or subgroups. The final assignment was for a collective discussion.
Examples of tasks are presented in table 2.
Table 2
№
Task
Completed (%)
1
Building a dialogue using network
100
technologies (work in pairs)
2
Solving situational tasks in professional
100
activities (work in subgroups)
3
Creating videos on the topic under study
100
(work in subgroups)
4
Brainstorming (group work)
100
From the presented table, we see that the gradual complication of
the tasks did not affect the percentage of students completing them. The
students were faced with the task of establishing contact with the goal of
business communication, building dialogue, using network technologies.
Students got acquainted with the culture of network interaction (netetiquette), analyzed the difficulties that may arise in indirect
communication, using the simplest web-technology as an example of
email. The solution of situational tasks, involving work in subgroups,
aroused considerable interest among students and provoked a discussion
on particularly problematic issues. The third task - the creation of videos allowed students to demonstrate not only the possession of various
computer programs, but also their creative abilities. In the course of group
(collective) work, in solving the tasks, students used the brainstorming
method, offering the utterance of as many possible solutions as possible,
including the most fantastic ones.
Given the fact that all students coped with the tasks of this level,
we can say that the effectiveness of paired, group and collective work is
100% equal.
At this stage of the study, the teachers were faced with tasks, in
addition to the above: creating a bank of examples of electronic resources
and presenting rules for their design; distribution of students into groups
for more effective interaction; bringing analogues of solutions to similar
problems in professional activities; informing students about the specifics
of professional communication in writing; indications of errors and
inaccuracies in the texts; creating conditions for training written writing
skills and technical-mediated communication.
At the final stage of work, students faced even more complex
communicative tasks, which involved participation not only in the
dialogue, but also in the polylogue, in addition to the conditions of limited
sensory information, predetermined by the technical capabilities of
network technologies.
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№
1
2

Task
Participation in educational webinars
Participation in network conferences

Table 3
Completed (%)
88,8
66,6

The data in Table 3 show that only 40 students (88.8%) took part
in webinars, the remaining 11.2% (5 students) were not able to complete
the task for subjective reasons. 30 students (66.6%) took part in network
conferences, but only 5 people (11.1%) participated as speakers, the rest
participated as listeners.
Throughout the experiment, pedagogical support was provided to
students. To receive feedback from the teacher (clarifying the assignment
or obtaining additional information), students could contact him directly
(personally) or indirectly (by e-mail).
When evaluating the effectiveness of communicative tasks, the
following was taken into account:
1) the ability and literacy of the compilation of various types of
written texts, proficiency in professional terminology, which acted as a
criterion for assessing the development of written language;
2) knowledge of computer programs, skills and their application
in solving problems, as well as the degree of independence in their
implementation acted as a criterion for assessing the level of ownership of
information and communication technologies;
3) the degree of students' interest (established by observation)
and the quality of the assignment (solving a communicative problem)
acted as a criterion for measuring the level of motivation of students.
A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the research results
showed that students cope more effectively with tasks of an interactive
plan (requiring pair or group interaction) than with tasks that are
performed individually. There is a direct relationship between the
students' training course and their readiness to complete assignments: the
older the course of study, the higher the motivation and willingness to
complete assignments [12]. For objective reasons, senior students
demonstrate a wider vocabulary of professional terms than younger
students. Also, senior students have a competent and stylistic design of
completed tasks. Junior students implement the technical side of
communication, and when performing the content side they cause certain
difficulties. The most motivated students, regardless of the course of
study, have successfully completed communicative tasks of not only
information and interactive, but also a socio-psychological plan.
In addition, a correlation is traced between motivation, written
language proficiency, and information and communication technology
tools. Thus, highly motivated students in the process of solving problems
demonstrate higher levels of development of written language and ICT
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skills. This circumstance can be explained by a conscious and more
responsible approach to solving the tasks, as well as by a careful study of
both the substantive and technical aspects of its solution [12].
As the result of the experiment, we can note the dynamics of the
development of written speech and possession of information and
communication technologies in solving communicative problems for
students of all courses. A more significant increase in the level of the
studied components of communicative competence was noted among
younger students with a high level of motivation.
Conclusion
Our research work allows us to draw the following main
conclusions:
1) solving gradually complicated communicative tasks
contributes to the development of communicative competence of students;
2) in modern conditions of informatization, professional activity
is closely related to the use of information and communication
technologies, therefore, future specialists need to be trained to solve
communicative problems in the information environment;
3) at different levels of professional education, students have a
different degree of willingness to solve communicative problems, so the
proposed tasks need to be gradually and purposefully complicated;
4) it is necessary to take into account the individual
characteristics of students (the formation of his motivational sphere,
communication experience, ownership of information and communication
technologies, etc.) to provide support, differentiated assistance and
feedback.
Thus, the formation and development of students' communicative
competence through information and communication competence in the
learning process will prepare a competitive graduate who can navigate in
an environment aimed at the qualified use of information and
communication technologies in their practical professional activities.
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Abstract
The article reveals the problem of psychological health of
students. The analysis of the concepts of "mental health" and
"psychological health." As one of the most important resources of
students' psychological health, communication competence is highlighted.
The concept and structure of communicative competence are defined and
the system of forming communicative competence in the educational
process of a university is considered.
Keywords: personality, health, communicative competence.
The relevance of the study of psychological health is due
primarily to the determining value of the health phenomenon itself for
human life. The concept of "health" is syncretic, that is, it is characterized
by complexity, polysemy and heterogeneity and it is one of the main
values of human life. The most important component of human health is
psychological health, which serves as the basis for the effectiveness of
both professional activities and the overall well-being of a person. The
basis of psychological health is full mental development at all stages of
human development. The psychological health of students is one of the
most hotly debated issues and has deep meaning, since the life of the
whole society depends on how young people perceive all the accumulated
experience, learn it and lay the foundation for further activities.
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Student years are an important stage in the development of man
as a person. It is worth noting that this period is one of the critical in
human life. The social order of society for educational institutions is the
preparation of not only professional and competent specialists, but also
those focused on maintaining and maintaining their physical and spiritual
health and the health of the nation. Psychological health is necessary for
the full functioning and development of a person in the process of his life.
So, on the one hand, it is a condition for a person to adequately fulfill his
age, social and cultural roles, on the other hand, it provides a person with
the possibility of continuous development throughout his life.
Objective: to substantiate the need for the formation of
communicative competence as one of the most important psychological
health resources.
Research Objectives:
1. to analyze the concepts of "mental health" and "psychological
health" of the individual;
2. determine the content and structure of the concept of
"communicative competence";
3. to consider the stages of the formation of communicative
competence in the process of training future specialists.
Materials and methods. During the study, the data of scientific
articles on the problems of psychological health of students and the
formation of communicative competence in the process of training
specialists in a university were studied and summarized. The research
methods were: analysis, synthesis, comparison, generalization and
systematization.
Results. The concept of "psychological health" is noted in the
concepts of many scientists. However, despite many theoretical and
practical developments in the health category, its status today is very
ambiguous. The multidimensionality of this phenomenon and the
diversity of approaches to its study still do not allow us to give a concrete
definition, to highlight the components of psychological health.
First you need to distinguish between the concepts of
"psychological health" and "mental health." According to the definition of
the World Health Organization, mental health is “a state of well-being in
which a person can realize his own potential, cope with ordinary life
stresses, work productively and fruitfully, and also contribute to the life of
his community” [2].
As criteria for mental health, WHO identifies the following:
- awareness and sense of continuity, constancy and identity of
one’s physical and mental “I”;
- a sense of constancy and identity of experiences in similar
situations;
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- criticality to oneself and one's own mental production (activity)
and its results;
- correspondence of mental reactions (adequacy) to the strength
and frequency of environmental influences, social circumstances and
situations;
- the ability of self-management behavior in accordance with
social norms, rules, laws;
- the ability to plan their own life and implement these plans;
- the ability to change the way of behavior depending on
changing life situations and circumstances.
Considering the term "psychological health", it should be noted
that I.V. Dubrovina was one of the first to enter the scientific revolution.
In her opinion, psychological health lies in the fact that a person finds a
worthy, satisfying place in a cognizable, experienced world.
Psychological health implies “interest in life, freedom of thought,
initiative, enthusiasm for any area of scientific or practical activity,
activity and independence, responsibility and risk appetite, selfconfidence and respect for the other, legibility in achieving the goal,
ability for strong feelings and emotions, awareness of our individuality
and joyful surprise at the uniqueness of all the people around us, creativity
in various spheres of life and activity” [1].
In her concept of psychological health, I.V. Dubrovina considers
the problems of personality development in a particular educational space,
affecting the state of psychological health of the individual.
The main difference between psychological health and mental
health is that mental health relates to individual mental processes and
mechanisms, and psychological refers to the individual as a whole and
allows us to single out the psychological aspect of the mental health
problem in contrast to the medical aspect.
Mental and social health is manifested in constant creative
adaptation on the “border - contact” between the body and its
environment. The topic of interpersonal communication today is included
in the concept of mental health. So O. Vasilieva, F. Filatov, developing
the adaptive model of health among its three main aspects of health,
distinguish the communicative and interactive aspect: “health as a full
communication and adequate interaction with the human environment; the
adequacy and productivity of social relations of the individual ”
Today, the problem of training a psychologically healthy
versatile specialist with a high level of culture and acting mobile in a
dynamic society is a methodological and theoretical problem of higher
education, which occupies the minds of many researchers and has not yet
been completely resolved. One of the main conditions for solving this
problem, in our opinion, is the targeted formation of a future specialist's
communicative competence. “Competence in communication involves the
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development of an adequate orientation of a person in himself - his own
psychological potential, the potential of a partner, in the situation and
task” (with the goal of “establishing and maintaining the necessary
effective contacts with other people” [2].
Communication competence can be considered as one of the
most important mental health resources among other socio-psychological
competencies. Communicative competence belongs to a group of key
ones, that is, those that have a special significance in human life,
therefore, its formation should be paid close attention [1]. First, it affects
academic success. A simple example: if a student is too shy about
answering seminars or is overly anxious at the same time, his real answer
(as the embodiment of communicative competence) will be worse than
existing knowledge, and his grade will be lower accordingly. The
resulting negative experience may negatively affect subsequent
educational activities [2].
Secondly, the process of student adaptation to the university, in
particular, his emotional well-being in the group, largely depends on
communicative competence. If he easily finds a common language with
classmates, he experiences greater psychological comfort and satisfaction
with the situation. Conversely, the inability to contact peers narrows the
circle of friends, causes feelings of rejection, loneliness in the team, and
can provoke asocial forms of behavior.
Thirdly, the communicative competence of students can be
considered in the educational process not only as a condition for the
student's current effectiveness and well-being, but also as a resource for
the effectiveness and well-being of his future adult life.
For the development of communicative competence it is
necessary: to determine its concept and structure, as well as content at
different age stages; apply a systematic approach, ensure the interaction of
various actors, directions and technologies in order to achieve a fullfledged result; choose a method, develop programs, directions, technology
and techniques for the development of students' communicative
competence. To the present time, there has not settled on final definition
of communicative competence, or communication competency.
Consider the existing in science approaches to the problem of
communicative competence, its structure, functions and identity of
communicative competence in pedagogical communication. First of all, it
is necessary to separate two phonetically similar concepts:
“communicative competence” and “communicative competence”.
“Communicative competence is the knowledge of regional geographic,
social factors that determine the use of speech in accordance with social
norms of behavior” [3].
“Communicative competence is such a level of learning to
interact with others that an individual needs to successfully function in a
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given society within the framework of his abilities and social status” [2].
That is, the concept of communicative competency characterizes the
ability to correctly navigate in interpersonal communication and relatively
freely participate in it, achieved with the help of linguistic knowledge, as
well as knowledge of traditions, customs, and mores of society. The
concept of communicative competence reflects the level of a person’s
skill in interpersonal communication and is based primarily on
psychological knowledge about oneself and others, as well as on the
chosen communication strategy and a set of relevant skills.
Thus, we understand communicative competence as an integral
system of human mental and behavioral characteristics that contribute to
successful communication, i.e. achieving the goal (effective) and
emotionally favorable (psychologically comfortable) for the parties
involved. In its structure, we distinguish the following components:
cognitive, value-semantic, personal, emotional and behavioral [1]. They
are not parts of the whole, however, they presuppose mutual influence,
interpenetration and the existence of each in the others, which means the
following: the content of an individual component “is revealed” through
others, interacts with them, manifests itself in them; all components
(directions) should be included in the work; a lesson is considered more
effective,, ensuring the development of the child in all or many of the
designated areas.
The cognitive component forms knowledge about the valuesemantic side of communication, personal qualities that promote and
impede communication, about emotions and feelings that always
accompany it, and the operational (behavioral) side of communication.
The value-semantic component - values that are activated in
communication. Personal values, manifesting themselves in a basic
relationship with themselves and other people regulate communication,
giving it a certain meaning.
The personal component is formed by features of the person,
who enters into communication, which naturally affect the content,
process and essence of communication.
The emotional component of communicative competence is
primarily associated with the creation and maintenance of positive
emotional contact with the interlocutor, self-regulation, the ability not
only to respond to changes in the state of the partner, but also to anticipate
it. It is the emotional background that creates the feeling of
psychologically favorable or unfavorable, comfortable or uncomfortable
communication [1].
The behavioral component is formed by communication skills,
methods of activity and experience, which is an education that integrates
all the manifestations of communicative competence at the level of
behavior and activity. Communicative skills, as elements, create
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communicative behavior. Their features, the degree of formation can be
studied and measured, as well as become a specific task of development
or correction in students.
The formation of communicative competence requires a special
system of work in the educational process of the university. Today, there
are only some of its provisions. Stages of work within the framework of
this system: 1) diagnostic; 2) correctional and developmental; 3) control.
The diagnostic phase is carried out by the teacher and psychologist. Based
on observations, the teacher determines the level and features of the
students' communication formation, the psychologist with the help of
projective techniques - the features of self-perception and self-reliance
(confidence, uncertainty, high self-esteem).
The information obtained is used for an individual typological
approach in the process of correctional development work carried out by a
psychologist or teacher who has mastered the necessary technologies, or
jointly by two specialists. At the final stage, using repeated diagnostics,
the efficiency of work is determined.
Conclusion. The individual must learn to enter into these
communicative systems psychologically healthy, to engage in those
relationships where he continues to be holistic and balanced. Otherwise,
there are destructive processes with which the body itself can not cope.
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Abstract
This article describes an approach to the realization of future
mathematicians’ training in the field of mathematical correctness on the
basis of the theory of functioning and development of systems of
pedagogical interactions. Mathematical correctness is one of the
fundamental concepts of a mathematician’s vocational training, and
criterial correctness training is a major component in mathematicians’
education. The pedagogical tool selected for its realization (i.e. the
functioning and development of systems of pedagogical interactions
theory) provides thematically focused process monitoring as a guarantee
of the relevance of the individualized program and the final high level
result.
Keywords: the functioning and development of systems of
pedagogical interactions theory, diagnostic levels, stages, mathematical
correctness, mathematics education.
Introduction
Of practical interest is the problem of the mechanism of
personality development in systems of pedagogical interactions, including
in vocational education. Knowledge of the mechanism provides a means
of optimizing the process. The desired mechanism is revealed in the
theory of the functioning and development of pedagogical interaction
systems [1, 2, 3]. An interdependent change in the two factors that make
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up the structure gives rise to a natural, unambiguous sequence of
qualitative states in the process of personality development, and each new
achievement, an intrapsychic neoplasm, changes the structure of
interactions: the methods that provide a qualitative leap cannot provide
the next leap and become inadequate in relation to new thinking
properties and personality activities. The article is about the fact that the
unified mechanism revealed in theory is found in the development of
future mathematicians in the field of mathematical correctness, and
relying on knowledge of the mechanism allows optimizing the
pedagogical control of the process.
Mathematical correctness in a mathematicians’ competencebased profile
The competence-based profile of experts, within the educational
branch “Mathematics”, includes a set of the characteristics allowing to
select and subsequently realize pedagogical research activity or design
and practical activity (as a part of a design collective). One of the metaconcepts is the concept of mathematical correctness. It is significant for
binding in the “Mathematics” profile.
Correctness, a meta-concept category, is also relevant in legal,
ethical, regulatory, behavioral, linguistic, medical, mass media, political,
programming, natural-science and technical areas as well as in any
scientific researches.
Along with several other fundamental ideas (isomorphism /
fractality, optimality / optimization, probability / stochasticity, relativities,
etc.) it is possible to put the idea of a mathematical correctness the trunk
line of professional mathematical education. The skills of future physics
teacher, mathematics/informatics teacher will be consistently added and
strung on this idea. The reasons for this, besides the meta-concept, are at
least the cognitive-theoretical and philosophical potential of the concept
"correctness". Common and general methods of student’s informative and
reflexive activity based on this idea are also possible to provide.
The idea is emphasized as the main one, concerning
mathematicians’ criterion correctness training, and is urgent under a
competence-based paradigm and tendencies of intersubject integration in
training.
The problem of training future mathematicians has been
developed by different scientists before but not good enough. In
particular, psychological and pedagogical aspects of criterion correctness
approach to the training future mathematical has not been drawn up.
Earlier the concept of natural-science correctness has not been
studied from the methodological and methodical points of view;
possibilities of its use as a general scientific basis and as the leading idea
of mathematical student’s training also have not been developed before.
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Being a necessary and a significant component of the
metasubject competences system, the line of criterial and correctness
preparation is insufficiently developed; the integrated intersubject
complex of formation the methods is not reasonable; from the
pedagogical and psychological points of view the efficiency of application
of it is not established.
The analysis of the category "correctness"
The analysis of the criterial and correctness in
mathematicians’ training
Commonly, in grammar, the adjective "correct" is used in sense
"correct, true, exact, polite, corresponding to the established rules,
corrected, and improved". But at the same time the adjective "correct" in
common lexicon turns out to be the scientific term, and its sense is
unambiguously consolidated and it cannot be treated randomly. In
mathematics it concerns a number of scientific terms such as: correctness
of a mathematical task, correctness of mathematical model, correctness of
definition of concept, rules of a conclusion’s correctness, algorithm
correctness, correctness of application of operators, correctness of
performance of actions (operations, receptions, and teams), and
interpretation correctness. The use of the adjective "correct" in other
phrases such as: correct formulation of a task; correct decision, proof;
correctness of application of a mathematical method, reception; a correct
question and the answer etc. – are assumed by a bigger semantic variety
and is close to common value. This concept belongs to a large number of
objects in various subject domains, and it is reasonable and expedient to
consider it as a metanotion.
In mathematical and related subjects the maintenance of
metanotion "correctness" is in unambiguous definiteness of mathematical
object, and also it is an additional existence of qualitative signs. The
metanotion volume of "correctness" is rather wide. This concept includes
the large number of mathematical objects, for example, a task,
mathematical model, definition of concept, the proof, a question-answer,
the decision, a method, etc.
Correctness, as metasubject category, embraces the following
properties:
•
community and universality;
•
fundamental nature;
•
relativities;
•
systemacities,
•
abstractnesses,
•
conventions.
The objects of bachelors’ professional activity are concepts,
hypotheses, theorems, methods and mathematical models. It is obvious
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that the concept "correctness" can be criterial and estimated for
professional activity objects as well as for the most professional activity.
Criterial and correct mathematical preparation is a special type of
intersubject mathematical preparation. Consequently on mathematical
material criterial and correct competences are carried out. They are:
−
the ability to work with a mathematical task on the
concept "correctness" basis;
⎯
the ability to build oral and written language, to conduct
scientific discussion, to carry out thought process in the form of dialogue
(in a correct question-answer form);
⎯
the ability to reveal an incorrectness of mathematical
objects: mathematical model, tasks formulations, proofs, application of
methods, etc. – and to own ways of its transformation to a correctness;
−
the ability to carry out the analysis of philosophical,
world outlook, natural-science and personally significant problems from
the correctness concept point of view.
According to our system, tasks and theorems, concepts and
methods, mathematical models, considered on the basis of the concept
"correctness" is the substantial part criterial and correct mathematical
preparation. Universal educational actions of informative and estimated
character: justification of unambiguous definiteness and variation is the
operational component. The Personal-and-organizational component is
connected with the following facts:
1)
the concept "correctness" participates in formation of a
complete picture of the world as correct and incorrect models give a
complete idea of surrounding reality;
2)
the process of educational and scientific cognition is
boundless, it is developed on a spiral and repeatedly passes through
"overcoming of an incorrectness".
The content is the following:
•
program basic component – disciplines of a mathematical
cycle (the mathematical analysis, algebra, geometry, mathematical physics,
numerical methods (methods of calculations));
•
the integrated special courses and special seminars "Correct
and incorrect problems of mathematical physics", "A correctness of
mathematical concepts and their development", "Culture of mathematical
reasoning", "Mathlogc", "Extreme tasks";
•
computing practice;
•
teaching practice;
•
course and degree design.
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Forming system development: apply the apparatus of theory
to a specific development process
The formation criterial and correct competence, naturally, is a
non-uniform process and is the subject of such natural fundamental
regularities as asymmetry and the law of the retroactive effect.
The law of asymmetry is connected with change of shares of
deposits to interaction of its participants – the teacher and the student –
change towards increasing role of the student, increase of his/her
independence, subjectivity, intelligence of actions and decisions and
decrease in a contribution and a role of the mentor up to an observation
and advisory and expert position.
The law of the retroactive effect is connected with dying
methods and forms of pedagogical interactions that were necessary for
implementation of the current tasks, in process of the solution of these
tasks and statement/emergence of the new is, operationally, substantial,
quantitatively (number of actions, communications, logical conclusions)
or practically (without simplifications, abstraction from real hindrances,
noise and so on) more difficult.
The research demands to specify that fact that in process of
complication of tasks the number of the students mastering these tasks
fully decreases. In pedagogics, as far as we know, this fact has not been
formulated and has not been studied. In the general theory of systems it
appears in a type of the following hypothesis: only 20% of students can
master about 80% of the contents. As for the other 80% of students a
hypothesis believes that a share of the contents (residual knowledge)
mastered by them do not average 20% of the. And the pedagogics allows
it (in traditional authoritative and pragmatical pedagogics the norm is
average values of progress, in difference, for example, from psychology
where it is proved that any lag involves, as a snowball, still bigger lag at
the following stages).
That means that to communicative (as equals) the subject-subject
methods and search and research forms of interaction not all "grow" – to
be exact units, the majority stops in development of any competencebased and subject sphere on those notorious averages levels. In the
conditions of group form of education it occurs, on the one hand, in a
united framework of the allocated class periods, on the other hand – topranking students make time for independent work and consultations with
teachers as well as time for initiative work in libraries and laboratories.
In addition, it is obvious that the process of qualitative new
growths in a criteria correctness to the sphere of the expert is the
“emergent” process, in supervision precisely it is impossible to record
and describe the moment of their emergence, only ascertaining of the fact
of jump is available to us such as, for example – was not able – now is
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able! A way out for the researcher is to allocate key backbone jumps in
this process and to have universal means of their identification.
These all-didactic reasoning at a preparatory stage of the stating
and pilot study roused us to search the system of diagnostics and
formation considering these initially estimated circumstances.
We showed significant points levels in process (table 1).
Application of approach demanded:
•
development of sets of the integrated diagnostic tasks
for identification of levels criterial and correct preparation (uncertain,
disorganized, manipulative, pragmatic, optimum and autonomous) – for
collecting the stating data and for fixing time of achievement by students
the appropriate levels in the course of the forming experiment – in
experimental and control groups;
•
development of the integrated intersubject system
criteria correct preparation. It is mutually successive sequence of interlevel transitions (orientation, adaptation, functioning, optimization,
autonomism, self-updating as stage after achievement of the highest –
autonomous - level). Their purposes/tasks/contents, means, methods,
forms are caused by a difference initial and actual (target at this stage)
levels.
The stating research showed distribution on levels among
students of all courses (specialist programme), among school teachers and
graduate students.
The purpose of the forming experiment was to check the
hypothesis that the offered approach to the correct preparation criteria –
systematized as intersubject system of high-quality inter-level transitions,
is effective and will allow providing both optimization of process in time,
and a gain the number of the students who mastered competences at the
high levels.
Experimental process proceeded from the following parcels.
Dynamics of system represents sequence of inter-level
transitions. These transitions are characterized by emergence of new
qualities in system interaction subjects on the basis of the earlier created.
The purposes, forms, methods and means of interactions on each
transition are caused by the difference of following levels.
Results: Preparation process – consecutive transitions
between qualitative levels
The criteria correct competence formation begins with the
orientation stage. Its initial level – uncertain which is characterized by
the fact that students have no idea about scientific knowledge and no idea
about mathematical objects correctness, the all-household incidental use
of this concept, idea of an incorrect task as about "wrong" which does not
need to be solved. Practically all activity – in hands of teachers, his/her
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organizational managing functions play the leading role in process.
Teaching methods are explanatory and illustrative and controlling.
Interaction form owing to a mutual position on subject awareness is rather
authoritative (traditional and pedagogical). The main objective of this
stage is to give the idea of correctness and the first ideas about the sphere
of its application in mathematics, the first examples and rules of definition
of “correctness” – a method, the decision. Big difficulties, as practice
shows, cause in students operating by rules and definitions, is aware of
the higher algebra where the theory of groups is considered (the beginning
of a semester). Axioms and theorems of the mathematical analysis look
more visually, but not less strict, and quite wide. It frightens students by
new requirements to cogitative operations, to distribution of attention and
the organization of storing (the vicinity of a point, signs of monotony, a
continuity, fluent operating by these concepts while considering tasks and
proofs). Students perceive analytical geometry visually, but extremely on
manipulations with objects in space and on the plane. Here the slightest
algebraic incorrectness will lead to absolutely other figure – that is to
wrong recognition of object. Terminology is especially complicated as
well as drawings and procedures of transformations (concept of an affine
reference point, and transformations, storing of the main initial forms,
reduction methods to them etc.). The beginning of studying leads to the
crisis moment – crisis of integration of system (the disorganized level).
Its manifestations are: students feel a mismatch of their opportunities with
speed and language of an explanation of new material, forms of control
and teacher’s requirements, the need to memorize the numerous
unfamiliar terms and the derivatives of foreign-language words.
It is necessary to have a strong will to overcome
misunderstanding, perhaps, to learn the material by heart, and it is
important to give up and continue to study. This "leads" the subject on the
following – adaptation – stage.
At this stage there is an acquaintance to the nominal use of the
concept "correctness". The students get acquainted with “correctness” in
sense of a mathematical task, mathematical model by Jacques Salomon
Hadamard. It also happens with the 1st–year students studying at the
mathematical faculty. New receptions and rules are internalized at least at
the level of storing and distinction. For example in subjects, semantic to
units, objects to which are applied. This process is connected with the
beginning of practical application of elementary theoretical laws, rules
and formulas. Numerous repetitions of uniform examples exercises
provide an interiorization of the beginnings of high school mathematical
disciplines. It gives the first confidence, sense of stability and
affordability of the forthcoming study, replenishment of knowledge,
approaches, types and distinctions of situations. Almost monotonous
repeated repetition of simple actions, algorithms, rules, their application
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in typical situations, acquaintance to "standard", mapping exceptions,
brings the student on the manipulative level finishing the adaptation
stage.
Manipulative level is found when training the 1st-year students
(ideally) or the 2nd-year students. Students master the intersubject
modules mentioning here: correctness of a mathematical task, model,
method, concept definition. Students show thus knowledge copy, abilities
to work "on a sample": students have an idea and can investigate in model
cases stability of the decision and algorithm. Students are capable to
formulate requirements based on a correctness of mathematical model and
to investigate it in the elementary cases, to give examples and to prove a
correctness of definition, a question and the answer, are familiar with
algorithms of actions in the simplest standard cases of undecidedness,
predetermination and discrepancy of basic task data.
Transition to the following (pragmatical) level is the most
“intimate” action of the process: from storing copying to understanding,
that means to subjectivity, self-government, independence directed by the
current problems. The problems supposed to be an individual trajectory in
the sphere of a mathematical correctness. It also represents the significant
tasks and results level. At the pragmatical level the student owns the
concept "correctness" of terminological and common meanings,
distinguishes correct and incorrect mathematical objects in confidants to
practical conditions and is able to work, choose methods, to explain the
bases of the decisions, to find and correct incorrectnesses in solutions of
others. It’s bases is the rich stock of knowledge (definitions and properties
of objects, theories, approaches, methods, algorithms, rules, types of the
tasks given to standard, extreme cases, boundary situations) and the
experience gained in the course of studying courses such as: "Numerical
methods", "Probability theory", "Mathematical physics", "Correct and
incorrect problems of mathematical physics". Here the planned
intersubject integration significantly starts to influence on the process: 1)
usual use of abilities from mathematical disciplines in other courses
where these abilities get the tools status; 2) integrated approach to course
and creative, competitive, research tasks; 3) the integrated modules; 4)
complex knowledge and methods possession from various mathematical
sections and it’s demonstration in the c practical computing course (it is
required to identify a problem, to construct adequate/correct model, to
realize algorithmically and in a programming language, to debug – to
reveal systematic – basic – mistakes in algorithm, model, the program,
syntactic/language mistakes in program modules); 5) sharpening criteria
correctness skills – recognition, identification, an explanation or
management of students search work on identification and correction of
mistakes; 6) carrying out business games with tasks selection for
application criteria correctness competences in various subject spheres:
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expenses optimization, productions calculation, critical situation modeling
and so on.
The transition to pragmatical level in models is a
functionalization. Here education gains big variety: there are computing
practical works, term papers, individual initiative creative works (the
solution of open mathematical problems), student’s teaching practice with
conducting lessons and checking home tasks and examinations.
The fifth and sixth levels (optimum and autonomous movement
stages to them – optimization and autonomism) in a criteria correctness
preparation, as we supervise it, are reached by certain 4th-year students,
and further are shown in professional activity of mathematicians –
researchers and practitioners – and mathematicians-teachers. They assume
transition to "knowledge transformations": possession of the concept
"correctness" at the creative level, students mastered methodology and
can consider the practical questions connected with application of concept
and the acquired methods – on optimum in interaction with teachers, on
autonomous – is independent; the formation at students activity and
subject and personal components criteria correctness competences is
stated.
For mathematicians generally autonomy level in the sphere of a
correctness is reached in the course of knowledge, skills in practical
professional activity application, it is connected with accumulation of
experience of independent activity in which the created knowledge, skills
act as the tool. For the professional development subjects which reached
this level, self-sufficiency, autonomy, ability of an independent choice,
development and a practical assessment of new IT products and methods
for the solution of professional tasks, ability to share experience with
others is characteristic.
Certain professional researchers at this level are capable to
realize not only independent and in team application, training and
consultation of others (attributes of level of autonomy), but also critical
evaluation and development of philosophical and mathematical views of a
correctness’ problems, methods and criteria of its assessment,
development of the concept "correctness" of applied and research aspects
natural-science, legal, public and other spheres – that is to selfactualization in this sphere.
Conclusion
The built model is checked in the forming experiment with
students of a specialist programme (since 2009), continued with the
students who are trained according to programs of a bachelor degree. This
experience showed importance of shifts under the influence of
experimental influences – efficiency of the chosen approach and
expediency of further offered direction development [4]. The system
allows to trace and coordinate process of mathematicians’ training from
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the set position criteria correctness preparation, gives the exact,
thematically focused diagnostic information in process and provides a
high total level of quality of preparation in the mathematical correctness
field of future specialists.
Diagnostic formation features (development level) of criteria
correctness competence
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